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The history of the ASFLA project, to which this 
document testifies, dates more than 5 years. 
Back in 2005–2006 three European cultural 
organisations joined forces to open another space 
for new forms of performance arts hovering on the 
horizon throughout Europe at the time, notably 
the emerging or re-emerging Live Art. They were 
Les halles in Brussels, Les Subsistances in Lyon 
and Glasgow’s New Territories, whose approaches 
converged on making use of scenic platforms that 
didn’t correspond to those offered by Black Box 
or White Cube. Uniting forces for a short-term 
project, they aimed to make known the vanguard 
artists of these emerging forms, provide them 
with an appropriate framework for presenting 
their work, while at the same time offering the 
general public the intellectual wherewithal to 
better grasp the content. The outcome of this 
pilot project was positive: The public was present, 
curious, willing to take up the challenges posed 
by such unconventional works. Likewise, the 
medias pricked up their antennae immediately 
while the artists themselves were for once content 
to encounter dignified working conditions and 
proper communication channels, in a sector 
where difficulty had all too often been the norm. 

At the same time, however, we realised that the 
project we had embarked upon was truly vast. From 
the outset we had to come to grips with the diversity 
of aesthetic and modes of representation that existed 
in Europe, all the while expanding our presence 
from north to south, from east to west. The beauty 
of live art lies in its diversity, in its living mutations, 
as it exposes itself and responds to different cultural 
contexts. In order to take into consideration these 
differing sensibilities, we needed to expand the 
project geographically. Thereafter it didn’t suffice 
just to offer a space fit for purpose; it wasn’t merely 
a question of more resources or a better distribution 
of the works. Other considerations arose—prior or 
subsequent to the creative endeavour—that proved 
to be the required conditions for the harmonious 
development of this very distinct habitat: How to 
transmit the art of performance and what overlaps 
were possible with the arts colleges? What forms of 
support to provide these very young performers so 
that they could present their work with greater ease 
and be properly exposed to other ways of creating and 
presenting their work? What critical tools to forge 
so that journalist and critic alike were equipped 
with indispensable frames of reference—something 
we came to learn they sometimes woefully lacked? 
What theoretical in-depth studies were necessary? 
What interventionary measures to come up with 
to improve conditions of delivery to the public, 
regardless of their background knowledge of the 
subject? How to better invest in public spaces and 
non-cultural sites clearly well suited to such artistic 
endeavours? How to offer performers appropriate 
surroundings during their residencies, enabling 
them create works truly related to the milieu from 
which they emerged? How to better systemize 
the collation of documents and to archive those 
particularly transitory works, often conceived for 

a once-off happening? What spaces to open to the 
public in our respective countries so that those 
artistic practices, more often than not marginalised, 
could finally win approval on an institutional level?

We are now eight partners in all: in addition to the 
three founding members of the project, five others 
have joined us from Finland, Germany, Slovenia, 
Poland and Spain, each equally keen to clear the way 
through unknown terrains and to support those 
very artistic endeavours that defy definition. In all, 
eight distinct partners, with very differing profiles 
and motives, sometimes even opposing aesthetic 
sensibilities, working in urban contexts of widely 
varying dimensions, eight partners committed 
to the fact that this collaborative project should 
never lead to uniformity, a risk to which such cross 
border projects are invariably predisposed, while 
at the same time ensuring quite the reverse: that 
diversity persists and even flourishes. This project 
has been an extremely enriching experience for 
each of the partners, but once again for quite 
differing reasons: The short interviews in these 
pages are testimony to A Space for Live Art’s 
varying impacts, depending specifically on the 
location. While its impact was in part naturally due 
to the financial means at our disposal, it was the 
time and effort devoted to the project that truly 
enabled us to examine these questions in depth, 
affording us the various exchanges whereby we 

could learn from each other.

Thanks to the support from the European 
Union over the last five years, we have been 
able to double our initial funds and often find 
other sources of funding while at the same 
time enhancing our legitimacy in distinctly 
local contexts. We have meanwhile undertaken 
an ambitious programme while overseeing an 
exponential expansion of operations (refer to 
pp. 22–23 for a complete list of our activities). 
Over time we have observed how those who were 
initially the most ‘vulnerable’ among us have 
improved in terms of self-assurance and quality, 
while the most ‘established’ have dared to take 
artistic risks, which they might not otherwise 
have taken. 1 And let us not overlook how the 
fruition of this Pan European project has enabled 
the public to discover, at times even rediscover, 
hundreds of artists of all ages who remained in 
the relative shade. It would have been nigh on 
impossible in such a modest publication as this 

TO
CREATE

THE
SPACE, 
TIME

IS
NEEDED

— Antoine Pickels, writer, performer and curator 
at Les halles in Brussels. He designed and set 

in motion A Space For Live Art and is currently 
working on developing its next stage. —

Eglantine 
Chaumont, 

Disparaître, Les 
Subsistances, 

Imaginez 
maintenant, 
2010, photo: 

Romain Etienne.

to do justice to all those figures who fascinate, 
disturb and move us deeply. Each of the eight 
partners had thus to select, albeit unwillingly, 
an artist or group who made a mark on their 

programme in the last five years. 

These portraits in text and image of these eight 
emblematic artists or collectives, accompanied by 
brief descriptions of each of the eight partners and 
the short interviews mentioned above, represent 
but the mere tip of the iceberg. Nonetheless they 
bespeak of the wide variety of aesthetic approaches 
and paths that have led the way for Live Art to 
become what it is today. For those interested, 
the project’s website aspaceforliveart.org offers a 

wealth of useful information. 

Among the project’s priorities, and one probably 
willingly shared by all, was the attention bestowed 
upon those young performers setting out on their 
careers. Sometimes encountered during artistic 
workshops or in partnerships with colleges of art 
and often closely accompanied in their first steps, 
these budding artists have asserted in less than 
five years a radicalism that the ASFLA could and 
moreover should accommodate. We have asked the 
performer and lecturer Christophe Alix to make a 
contribution concerning this particular pillar of 
the project (refer to his article on pp. 18–19) Their 
partners, in turn, chose eight of these emerging 
artists or collectives, whom we have baptised, partly 
as a joke, YEP or young European performers. 
Embodying the future of Live Art, it is patently clear 
that they are undaunted, regardless of whether the 

prevalent reality is one of crisis or otherwise. 

As outlined above, the evolving relationship 
between performance and public space was one of 
this project’s powerful axes. Escaping the relatively 
square-minded confines of cultural institutions, 
we went out to meet the everyday man and woman 
on the streets with these art forms by nature 
experimental but also far less codified and as such 
less intimidating than the classical art forms. This 
greatly contributed to demystifying Live Art, that 
some had judged to be the reserved domain for a 
vanguard of sophisticated spectators. Impassioned 
by the idea of art in public space, Pauline de la 
Boulaye bases her article (pp. 16–17) upon her 
experiences at the 2012 ANTI festival, whose 
programme each year completely centres on site-
specific works, providing her with food for thought 

on how to widen the scope of the debate.

Our activities during these five fruitful years have 
been accompanied by a thorough deepening of 
the theoretical and critical framework, and the 
implementation of a multi pronged strategy: round 
table discussions, seminars, workshops, journalists 
travelling to different events throughout Europe, 
critics in residencies, commission of articles 
and so on. Even if the answer to the question 
of a balanced relation between a critical stance 
and ‘participation’ that Live Art involves has 
not necessarily been found, numerous writers, 

journalists and intellectuals have developed a 
passion for these discussions during the process. 
The enthusiastic pens of our sixteen contributors 
from every corner of Europe bear witness to this 
phenomenon. We have asked the young British 
critic, Diana Damian to set out the stimulatingly 
intellectual experience that such a critical stance 

towards Live Art represents for her (pp. 20–21).

At once unsystematic and fragmented, this 
publication’s mission is not to provide a detailed 
overview of all this project’s achievements over 
the last five years. Above all, we hope it might 
succeed in opening windows onto that extensive 
and multi-facetted space that this productive time 
allowed us to open up and occupy. And so we hope, 

for a long time to come. Beyond these snapshots, 
other challenges are cropping up, notably an 
ASFLA 3.0 project currently on the drawing board. 
A radically different project, whose implications 

Christophe Galent summarises on p. 24.

Towards a fresh adventure… Have a great read!

www.aspaceforliveart.org

1. Regrettably, one of our partners, New Territories in 
Glasgow had to disband for reasons totally unrelated to this 
project. Notwithstanding, the role played by this festival 
in the United Kingdom remains to this day, much to our 
great satisfaction, a powerful influence in the creation of a 

particularly vibrant Live Art scene.

THE BEAUTY OF LIVE ART 
LIES IN ITS DIVERSITY, 

IN ITS LIVING MUTATIONS, 
AS IT EXPOSES ITSELF AND 
RESPONDS TO DIFFERENT 

CULTURAL CONTEXTS.
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MONIKA GÜNTHER 
& RUEDI SCHILL 

In their joint performances Monika Günther 
(*1944 Germany) and Ruedi Schill (*1941 
Switzerland) weave a web of close relationships 
that defy analysis, and that are difficult for the 
uninitiated viewer to unravel. Initially, the artists’ 
movements and actions seem highly individual. 
Soon, however, one senses an emotional intimacy, 
based upon that deep bond between two artists 
who have been sharing their private lives and 
working closely together for nearly 20 years. 
While unpronounced and difficult to describe, 
this bond defines the mood of their performances.
Both artists use their body as a material with 
which to invite viewers to participate and benefit 
from unusual experiences while watching 
seemingly meaningless, alienating movements, 
mysterious actions and minimal gestures. 
Participation, in this sense, is understood as 
sharing the moment in a specific situation rather 
than direct interaction with the artists. When 
it comes to documenting their work, Günther 
and Schill don’t generally go for recording their 
performances on film and video, preferring the 

still image and the spoken and written word.

— Helen Koriath —

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
NIEVES CORREA

How has Acción!MAD evolved over the last 5 years
in terms of its artistic programme and its reception by the public?

In 2007, Acción!MAD proposed ten performances and two conferences at the Circulo 
de Bellas Artes. Five years later in 2012, we presented some thirty-nine performances 
in all, organised two exhibitions and two workshops, one for our regular audience and 
the other in collaboration with the University of Madrid, a residency, and moreover 
published theoretical works, (numbers 3 and 4 of the revue Efimera), produced 
2 DVDs, one of which was a collaboration with the LiveArtWork Editions project. In 
sum, the festival’s growth has afforded us huge exposure, specifically in the various 
locations where the programme was played, as well as in regions beyond Madrid. We are 
particularly pleased with the programme being performed in public spaces—an aspect 
of our work that has assumed a much greater importance over the last two years in its 

role of going beyond the confines of conventional artistic fields. 
How did the European project ASFLA help you achieve what you did,

and on what level?
All that Acción!MAD has accomplished over the last five years has been largely thanks 
to the assistance of the ASFLA project. Leaving aside the issue of financial stability, 
it was essential for us to work further in those areas of research we set in motion in 
2007, as we collectively conceived the project, integrating workshops, publications, 
and residencies along with performances in public spaces… Thereafter Acción!MAD 
was no longer simply a festival, but a living organism, which set out with each 
new festival to strengthen and integrate our projects. Moreover, the experience of 
working on a European level assisted us in establishing contacts within Spain with 
other festivals, organisations, cultural as well as other institutions—a matter of 

considerable importance during these times of economic crisis. 
How do you envisage the future of the festival

and its collaborations on a European level? 
Without collaborations on a Pan-European level, Acción!MAD would no longer be a 
viable entity—in the way in which it currently functions at any rate—either in strictly 
economic terms or in the manner in which the project intrinsically develops. We require 
secure funding—something Spanish cultural institutions could not offer us during 
our nine years of existence. In parallel to this, we need the feedback from our partner 

projects, which have helped us to deepen the theoretical aspects of the project.

— Nieves Correa is the artistic director of Acción!MAD —

ACCIÓN!MAD MADRID

Given its ephemeral and intangible character, 
its indefinability, and the fact that it has never 
ascribed to a particular artistic movement, 
Action Art could hardly be considered as a 
genre apart or an independent artistic practice 
among the visual arts. Moreover, shaped by 
different rhythms to those of theatre and 
dance, and requiring a proactive public that has 
little to do with the traditional actor-spectator 
relationship, Action Art has yet to find its niche 
among the scenic arts. Since 2003 Acción!MAD 
has organised an annual get together, offering 
the Madrilenian public a broad and profound 
perspective of an independent and autonomous 
genre, governed by its very own spatiotemporal 
rules. All this from a vast geographical 
spectrum, it presents artists of all ages with 
particular emphasis on the works of women.
www.accionmad.org

ANTI KUOPIO

ANTI—Contemporary Art Festival 
is an international contemporary 
arts festival presenting site-specific 
works made for public space. 
ANTI Festival presents live, 
sonic, visual and text-based art 
from today’s most exciting and 
innovative artists in the Finnish 
town of Kuopio. Free of charge 
ANTI Festival is a meeting place for 
artists and audiences fascinated 
by how art shapes and responds to 
the places and spaces of everyday 
life. ANTI’s concept is unique in the 
Finnish and international art scene.
www.antifestival.com

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
JOHANNA TUUKKANEN & GREGG WHELAN

How has ANTI evolved over the last 5 years
in terms of its artistic programme and its reception by the public?

ANTI’s fundamental ambition has always been to present the most innovative live art works in a public space, 
offering challenging and rewarding experiences to audiences, who perhaps wouldn’t usually encounter that 
kind of art. Optimally, the festival becomes a social nexus for meeting and exchange. The festival’s essence, 
and of much of the work we present, can be summed up in a word: exchange. During the last five years 
we’ve focused on this idea, commissioning and presenting works that have had a lasting impact on the city. 
Working with a residency model—whereby artists live and work in Kuopio for a month in the lead-up to 
the festival—has contributed greatly to creating a series of impressive projects which have touched upon 

the lives of hundreds — new audiences, new communities and new dialogues spring up each year. 
How did the European project ASFLA help to achieve what you did, and on what level?

The ASFLA project has been instrumental, not only in terms of expanding the festival’s artistic vision, 
but also in its very survival. Its support has allowed us to raise our profile locally and nationally, while 
networking the festival internationally. We’ve collaborated with partner festivals to co-produce some 
truly remarkable new works, supporting Finnish artists and helping them export their work to other 
settings. This European project has enabled us to expand the festival, while supporting a much broader 
range of artists. Crucially, it’s allowed us to establish an annual residency project, something ANTI 

always wanted to offer, both to visiting artists and to the city itself. 
How do you envisage the future of the festival and its collaborations on a European level? 

The last five years have taught us a lot about the importance of networking and collaborations with other like-
minded festivals and organisations. Given that ANTI is a modestly sized festival, we would be a lot stronger 
were we to work in partnerships, especially over extended timeframes. As for the festival’s artistic direction, 
we’re about to embark on creating a special edition in 2014 featuring works specifically designed for children 
and a younger audience. It’s an interest that has evolved over time: why programme exclusively for adults, 
especially given that adults and children alike co-inhabit public space. It makes more sense to create a 
festival that speaks directly to younger members of society. That doesn’t mean adults won’t find challenging 
and rewarding pieces, it will still feel like an ANTI Festival—it’s just that the adults will have company! 

— Johanna Tuukkanen and Gregg Whelan are the artistic directors of ANTI —

ANTTI LAITINEN 
Antti Laitinen (born 1975) is one of the most 
fascinating Finnish contemporary artists. His 
method is strongly conceptual yet artisan-like 
and closely connected to nature. Laitinen’s 
works are private journeys of ideas and concrete 
viewpoints about the artist’s relationship with 
spaces and places. The public is usually only 
allowed to access his work after the fact, through 
the documentation. His works are always intimate 
interactions with nature and natural materials. 
Laitinen has, for instance, built a private island 
from natural stones, rowed an enormous ice 
cube around a lake during summertime and 
reconstructed a lake by building a monument 
from blocks of ice cut from the same lake. Antti 
Laitinen’s Walk the Line was part of the ANTI 
Festival in Kuopio, Finland in 2009. He printed a 
self-portrait onto a map of the town, then followed 
the lines and carried a GPS device that recorded 
the path. The live progress of the work and the 

artist’s journey could be followed online. 

— Sari Hakala —

Walk the Line, 
ANTI, 2009,
photo: Pekka 
Mäkinen. 

Acción!MAD, 2009, 
photo : Isabel León.
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ESTHER FERRER 
Esther Ferrer’s work affords us a reason to respect modernism 
despite its darker side. Subversive humour aside, in exposing 
absurdity Ferrer points clearly at the individual’s responsibility. 
Freedom itself, however, remains the central inquiry of her 
interdisciplinary artworks and performances. Freedom to make 
voices, go nude, to manipulate the body and exercise objects in the 
best artist-like mode: validating the choice to make autonomous 
art, yet anticipating its social dimension. Her decision to explore 
limits by abolishing boundaries between artist and public is directly 
linked with her experience of being a member of performance 
and music group ZAJ (1967–1996) under Franco’s fascistic 
regime in Spain. She subsequently continued to play (around) 
with hierarchical notions in a quite minimalistic way, simply by 
speaking and doing. It is not surprising that she has also been 
devoted to pedagogic work and writing. The very fact that she was 
awarded the Spanish national prize for fine arts (2008) somehow 
makes that institution less formidable, bearing in mind that she 
puts creativity before art—preferring to perform a joyful moment 

rather than praise a make-believe (artistic) paradise.

— Nenad Jelesijevic / KITCH —

CITY OF WOMEN 

LJUBLJANA
As a trans-disciplinary festival, City of 
Women has a rather experimental profile, 
welcoming artists who experiment with, 
blur or cross the boundaries of genre. While 
not restricting itself to Live art, it always 
includes this format in a programme that 
extends over ten days and occupies all the 
city’s cultural sites and a number of public 
spaces. Based on a different theme of artistic, 
cultural or socio-political relevance each 
year, the festival is unique in that it 
focuses on the work of female artists.
www.cityofwomen.org

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
MARA VUJIC

How has City of Women evolved over the last 5 years
in terms of its artistic programme and its reception by the public?

Over that period our Live art programme—both at the festival and in the framework 
of accompanying activities—has focused mainly on the historical dimension. In 
addition to well-known artists, we also present younger ones and artistic collectives, 
both local and foreign. Our aim has been to embrace a variety of genres, a greater 
diversity of works that are politically engaged, carry a feminist or queer agenda, and 
marked by an experimental approach, mixed with radical aesthetics and marginal 
artistic practices that defy labelling. We set out to present the most in/famous and 
radical pieces that have rarely, if at all, been presented to Slovenian audiences. So 
as to place them in context, we also organized workshops, debates and round tables 
with artists and theoreticians. It seems we discovered a niche in the cultural map of 
the Slovenian capital Ljubljana, since our programme successfully catered for and 
reached an extremely varied and multi-generational audience, built up a loyal fan-

base while generating a commendable level of media and press attention. 
How did the European project ASFLA help you to achieve what you did,

and on what level?
To be part of the ASFLA project was of crucial importance: It gave us the opportunity 
to improve both the quality and scope of our programme, to participate in more 
demanding projects while offering greater stability for long-term planning. We could 
build up a more discriminating audience, open to the experimental artistic practices 
included in our programme. Another important aspect is mobility: It enabled artistic 
collaborations and possibilities for research through its wide network of strong, 
professional players. This exchange of knowledge and experience, better insight into 
the social and cultural / political idiosyncrasies and local artistic production are but 
some of the key elements. This knowledge and know-how is now spreading, shared 
by programme selectors, experts and artists alike, while also accessible to the general 
public. Last but not least, collaborating in projects on a Pan-European level has had 

many positive effects on fund-raising efforts, both nationally and locally.
How do you envisage the future of such programmes,
particularly in terms of Pan- European collaborations?

In the past few years we have presented more than 50 foreign artists. Many uncharted 
territories remain, on which we’d like to focus in the future. Some areas for potential 
developments are: more artistic works with a specific focus on a particular region; more 
works by local artists, presenting them in a broader European context. It is essential that 
we expand upon our already existing platform and create opportunities for collaborations 
with new dynamics, such as merging art with science, activism, new technologies and 
so on. There is a lot of potential for promoting exchange and travel, developing specific 
models of co-production and in assigning more relevance to the theoretical-educational 
discourse. Strengthening the network with new partners means adding a fresh impulse 
to our current mode of functioning, while offering a broader understanding of Live art 

that will certainly be reflected in the festival’s future programmes.

— Mara Vujic is the artistic director of City of Women —

PRZEMYSŁAW KWIEK
Przemysław Kwiek (born in 1945 in Warsaw) graduated from the 
Faculty of Sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw in 
1970. In the years 1971–87 he cooperated with Zofia Kulik in the 
artistic duo KwieKulik, which ranks among the most significant 
artists of the Polish avant-garde of the 1970s. In 1988, Przemysław 
Kwiek started his solo career. Since that moment he has been 
cultivating the so-called Appearance, which he popularizes as a new 
original form of art. The shortest definition of an Appearance is as 
follows: “An Appearance can be a performance, but not necessarily.” 
According to the artist, it means stepping out of the constrictions of 
the defined fields of art, which creates infinite possibilities of freely 
combining painting, sculpture, performance, drawing, video or 
even poetry in one artwork. In this way, he escapes the blade of art 
criticism, which tends to ascribe artists’ actions to well-recognized 
artistic phenomena. Kwiek’s basic materials are current events from 
the world of politics and art, social issues and his private struggles 
with everyday problems. Kwiek meticulously picks up the news 
broadcast by the media and then uses and comments on it in his 
art. At the same time, he does not avoid blunt commentary, irony 
and absurd humor, behind which he conceals deep critical reflection 

of a man entangled in the problems of the modern world. 
www.prkwiek.pl

— Paulina Kempisty —

INTERAKCJE 

PIOTRKOW TRYBUNALSKI
As its name ‘interactions’ suggests, the festival 
has over the last 15 years been at the forefront 
and home to Poland’s most important event for 
presenting art-like performances, happenings, 
actions, conceptual projects along with that 
most daring of art disciplines, widely referred 
to as ‘Live art’. Interakcje not only programmes 
works by those already well established and 
recognized on the contemporary art scene 
but also emphasises newer art forms that 
embrace that which can not be clearly defined 
or categorised. Alongside the so-called classic 
veterans, who launched their careers in the 
sixties and seventies, Interakcje also provide 
a platform for younger artists as yet unknown 
to a wider audience. The festival’s diversified 
program addresses a multi-generational 
and truly diverse public, advocating active 
participation in culture, and an increasing role 
for artistic creation in social communications. 
www.interakcje.org

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
STANISLAW PIOTR GAJDA & GORDIAN PIEC

What has been the evolution of Interakcje in the last 5 years,
in terms of artistic programme, but also in terms of reception by the audiences?

The Interakcje Festival programme benefits greatly from the fact of having curators who ensure it presents 
a coherent view. This approach enables us, along with our public, to come in contact with more than just 
individual artistic criteria, but rather to learn about current trends, regional variations, the influence of 
various cultures and other historical contexts. Our participation in the ASFLA project has led us to become 
increasingly aware of the diverse approaches to Live Art, offering the possibility to position the somewhat 
secluded Performance Art within the wider framework of the performing arts. Cooperating with partners 
who organise large international projects has had a direct and beneficial influence on our scheduling and 
programme. With the inclusion of artists not exclusively visually based but also drawn from theatre and 

dance circles, we have been able to attract a broader selection of the general public to the Festival.
How much did the European project ASFLA help you to achieve what you did, and on what levels?

Taking part in this project has allowed us to gain a modicum of financial stability, something difficult 
to achieve for a small organisation such as we are. The Festival also receives financial support from 
local and national sources, from the city of Piotrków Trybunalski and the Polish Ministry of Culture and 
Natural Heritage, for instance. One might be tempted to think that obtaining European funding would 
make it easier to secure subsidies on a national level. Unfortunately, it does not translate directly into 
increased funding or even the certainty of receiving any at all. It is like a yearly lottery. Nevertheless, 

Interakcje is billed as one of Poland’s major cultural events, as listed by the Ministry.
How do you envisage the future of such programmes,
particularly in terms of Pan European collaborations? 

The 15th anniversary of the Interakcje Festival happens to fall at an important moment in the short history 
of the Performance Art genre. While its founding artists are gradually passing away, younger circles, partly 
formed on the models established by their predecessors, are now taking their place. This year’s festival 
conference sets out to provoke a debate about the forms of transfer and models in Performance Art, while 
also reflecting on the need for art festivals and how they should be organised. How to present Live Art and 
Performance Art? Are art galleries the appropriate places to do so? And what form should international 

collaborations between artists, organisers, and those institutions dealing with Live Art assume?

— Stanislaw Piotr Gajda and Gordian Piec are the organisers and curators of Interakcje —

Performance Art: 
Theory and Practice, 
City of Women, 2012, 

photo: Nada Zgank.

Appearance 160 
“Still Life With 
The Writer”, 
Interakcje, 2009, 
photo: Mariusz 
Marchlewicz.
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THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
EMMANUELLE NIZOU

How has Trouble European Performance Festival evolved over the last 5 years
in terms of its artistic programme and its reception by the public?

The festival has become an eagerly awaited annual spring event. A programmatic 
window open to all formats, be they a one-off event or something more permanent, 
presenting the entire gamut from intimate to spectacular, embracing all genres from 
happenings to works-in-progress. The festival’s approach remodels itself each year, 
touching upon different fields so as to question our social issues. Nurturing an on-
going dialogue between well-established figures and relatively unknown artists, the 
festival has also been instrumental in improving the level of the local scene and helping 
its visibility. Over time, it has won the loyal following of its public, and encouraged the 
curious to come to terms with those forms of performance. By means of a twin pronged 
strategy, namely demystification and openness, it provides theoretical and critical clues 
as to how to understand, while continuously leaning towards those acts with more 
experimental tendencies. After many years, the behaviour of the public has evolved 
from that of the passive to that of the interactive spectator, ever in search of experience 

and encounter. It has ultimately turned into a festive and unifying moment.
How did the European project ASFLA help you to achieve what you did,

and on what level?
ASFLA has contributed to the expansion of live art in Brussels in the institutions, 
through the establishment of a network of partnerships throughout the city. Live 
art is now ingrained in the fabric, well integrated into what the city has to offer in 
cultural terms. Besides, the introduction of performance art courses at the city’s art 
schools has boosted the regeneration of the practices involved. In affording students 
an opportunity to face up to the professional reality, ASFLA has championed the 
flourishing of the local live art scene, a first step towards its institutional recognition. 
And the ASFLA project has enabled the scene to assert itself as a gathering place, 
on a district, city and continental level. Thanks to it financially supporting artists 
travelling costs, ASFLA has played a significant role in facilitating the momentum 
behind the movements of people, the transfer of ideas and artistic vocabularies, 

while marking out its course in more enduring mechanisms.
How do you envisage the future of such programmes,
particularly in terms of Pan-European collaborations? 

From now on it is up to the professionals to strengthen the work of co-operation within 
the European networks, and perhaps to establish future collaborations on the basis of 
our differences, by confronting and using them as exchange tools for the spread of know-
how. And then to work for the establishment of a common space that could reinvent the 
artistic models, not merely for the gratuitous pleasure of transgressing them, but so as 

to dream of a sense of Europeanness beyond national and regional divisions. 

— Emmanuelle Nizou works at Les halles,
where she is the artistic coordinator of A Space for Live Art —

LES HALLES / 
TROUBLE BRUSSELS

The European Cultural Centre of the 
Wallonia-Brussels Federation, has occupied 
the site of a covered market in Brussels 
since the 1970s. While firmly anchored in 
its surrounding, it is also open to the wider 
world through its participation in a broad 
range of networks. From the outset les 
Halles has acted like a magnetic attraction 
for the theatre, dance, music and circus 
worlds. Since 2004, particular emphasis has 
been placed upon Live art, notably with its 
Trouble festival, which has explored the most 
diverse aspects of the genre, embracing works 
from all parts of the world, from differing 
aesthetical sensibilities and ‘professional-
disciplines’ yet revamped by forceful 
dramaturgies which allow for interpretations 
that render meaning to the gathering of 
such a wide variety of performances.
www.halles.be

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
CATHY BOUVARD

How has Subsistances evolved over the last 5 years
in terms of its artistic programme and its reception by the public?

One of the effects that ASFLA has had upon Subsistances is that it has rendered our 
performances at once absorbing and transparent. Performance pieces, as such, did 
form part of our programmation ever before we created the network, even though we 
didn’t see them in such terms. Once identifiable and clearly designated, they attracted 
a more distinct audience rooted in other disciplines. Whereas we used to programme 
performances by artists largely drawn from the dance and theatre worlds, ASFLA 
enables us to pose questions concerning performance in its own right. We were thus 
given the means to elaborate upon the notions we entertained of Performance art and 

to convey them to the public.
How did the European project ASFLA help you to achieve what you did,

and on what level?
One of the objectives of ASFLA was to open ourselves up to European artistic entities, 
far removed from those we were familiar with. This network facilitated extremely 
productive exchanges, underlining our similarities in as much as our differences. Each 
structure naturally has its own particular history, roots and mode of production, which, 
in turn, made us question the common ground for our actions: That of wanting to defend 
those artists surviving on the margins of those institutions producing performances, 
who through their works attempts to engage in a public debate concerning political, 
financial and moral rationales. Thanks to the wider network we were not only able to 

expand our vision but also the choice of artists whom we programmed. 
How do you envisage the future of such programmes,
particularly in terms of Pan European collaborations? 

We will continue to programme and to commission performances. And thanks to 
the contacts we have established through the network, we will pursue this path of 
exchange with those artists and programmers who have become close collaborators 

in our working circuit. 

— Cathy Bouvard is the Deputy Director of Les Subsistances —

GILLES PASTOR
Actor, author and stage director, Gilles Pastor 
established the Kastôr Agile Company in 2002 
in Lyon, after a ten-year stretch with the creative 
collective les Trois-Huit. Though the complexity 
of Pastor’s work stems from its autobiographical 
elements, his theatrical output at the crossroads 
of genres cannot be simply assigned to personal 
history. Awarded the hors les Murs in Salvador de 
Bahia in Brazil in 2007, he relentlessly unearths 
tales of life and death, of the living and of spirits, 
of love, disenchantment and solitude so as to 
extract intimate fragments. With unwavering 
enthusiasm, he guides us through these harrowing 
tales. In whatever he writes, directs or acts in, he 
has the art of exploring our sorrows, of revealing 
them for what they are, of allowing them to cut 
a track through the night. And therein wavers, 
like an absence, a certain truth about others and 
ourselves, at once unsettling and haunting us 

for a long time to come.
www.kastoragile.com

— Sylvia Botella —

LES SUBSISTANCES 

LYON
This international laboratory for artistic 
endeavour is devoted to new mediums in 
the performing arts (dance, theatre, circus, 
music et al). Subsistances offers a trans-
disciplinary workshop space for creation, work, 
experimentation and dialogue with the public. 
With innovative festival programmes such as 
Mode d’emploi, Aire de jeu, or Week-End Ça 
chante, it has come up novel artistic projects, 
reinventing them continuously. Working in 
tandem with its artists is a means to respond to 
a world in constant state of flux. It also partakes 
in several national and international networks, 
notably A Space for Live Art. Encompassing 
several different projects, its performance 
programme runs throughout the season, 
invariably involving other forms of stagecraft.
www.les-subs.com

IVO DIMCHEV
Ivo Dimchev is a choreographer and a performance 
artist originally from Bulgaria. His shows belong 
to the borderline realms of theatre, performance, 
contemporary dance and physical installation. He 
is the recipient of numerous international prizes 
in dance and theatre with pieces, presented all 
over North America and Europe. Ivo has won his 
greatest popularity with the show Lili Handel — 
blood, poetry and music from the white whore’s 
boudoir (2005) which has been performed over 
500 times. His stylistics puts emphasis on the 
performativity—the physical and the material 
fact of the show—rather than on its referential 
function of revealing a fictional world. The artist 
is making a skillful use of the various performance 
instruments—voice, movement, plasticity, speech, 
as none of them dominate his aesthetic. All those 
components complement each other and contribute 
to the richness of Dimchev’s stage presence. His 
performances, marked by intensive emotionality 
and multiplicity of techniques, always inhabit the 
broad spectrum between painfulness and irony, 
autobiography and fiction, beauty and ugliness, 
the real and the surreal, the organic and the 
precise techne. A gifted, restless and ambivalent 
body that produces an overwhelming impact with 

every gesture and character. 
ivodimchev.com

— Mira Todorova —

The P-Project, Trouble, 2012, 
photo: Nicolaos Zafiriou.

Lily, coq 
à bôches, 
Trouble, 2011, 
photo: Nicolaos 
Zafiriou.
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GOD’S ENTERTAINMENT
In action since 2005, God’s Entertainment [GE] is a Vienna based performance collective 
that explores performance, happenings, visual art and activism, while focusing on the 
confrontation between art and everyday life. In an attempt to develop new forms of 
communication in the performing arts, their work tackles on-going political and socio-
cultural debates, particularly those dealing with Austrian and European history and 
cultural identity. True to the slogan: Don’t worry, this isn’t theatre! and the concept 
of using art as camouflage, their performances are characterised by intense interaction 
with the audience and an outstanding juggling of elements derived from pop culture, 
trash, party and DIY aesthetics. Whether setting up a Fight Club, creating a Bollywood 
musical, erecting an integration camp for Austrians in downtown Vienna or promoting 
radical ideologies at the city’s largest food market, GE’s work is invariably edgy, 

inevitably confronting, highly entertaining and certainly never boring.
www.gods-entertainment.org

— Johannes Maile —

KAMPNAGEL  
LIVE ART 
FESTIVAL HAMBURG

Kampnagel in Hamburg is Germany’s largest 
production and performance facility for 
national and international freelance artists. 
It presents a broad spectrum of aesthetical 
standpoints and groundbreaking tendencies not 
only in theatre, dance and performance, but 
also in music, the fine arts and architecture. 
Since 2009, Kampnagel has hosted a new 
feature dedicated to Live Art, which each year 
focuses on a different aspect: the Collective, 
Body Art, the way we produce reality, and so 
forth. Some pieces—such as those by artists-
in-residence—are developed in-situ, while 
others might be produced in collaboration with 
a creatively oriented school. Independently 
produced works ensure the programme 
also extends throughout the season. 
www.kampnagel.de

THREE QUESTIONS TO…  
NADINE JESSEN 

& MELANIE ZIMMERMANN
How has Panorama and the Live Art Festival

evolved over the last 5 years in terms of its artistic programme and 
its reception by the public?

The Live Art Festival has gained a broader acceptance than that 
of performance art. Before the festival got under way the audience 
imagined something vague and too complex where performers 
might be naked or do weird things onstage. We have achieved 
a greater acceptance by our audiences in Hamburg through 
presenting a mix of accessible and special art works at the same 
time. As Kampnagel is home to Europe’s largest production and 
performance facility, it was not always easy to find productions that 
would fit into the space! Focusing on special themes and questions, 

every year we create new approaches to the performing arts.
How much did the European project ASFLA help you to achieve 

what you did, and on what levels?
Kampnagel remains one of the most reputable venues for the 
performing arts. However, it would have not been possible to 
focus and to provide such visibility to the performance and live 
arts without the European network ASFLA. Furthermore, the 
continual contact with our partners in the project helped us find 
performances we would not have sought out, thus enabling vibrant 

exchanges about the development of the arts.
How do you envisage the future of such programmes,
particularly in terms of Pan European collaborations? 

We think that this network will definitely be of vital importance and 
helpful in the future! With the current economic situation, the network 
ensures that partners remain in contact and interact in the best interests 
of the development of the art form. Curators and artists alike travel and 
observe performances in different cities. That is an essential element of 
the artistic process. Video, documentation and so on could never replace 
the experience of live art and face-to-face encounters with the various 

players. In that sense, the network is an essential tool for our work.

— Nadine Jessen and Melanie Zimmermann are the curators
and dramaturges of the Live Art Festival in Kampnagel —

TWO QUESTIONS TO… 
NIKKI MILLICAN

How did New Territories evolve between 2009 and 2011? 
The period was an extremely interesting moment in the evolution of the National Review 
of Live Art, as it reached its thirtieth anniversary in 2010, a big occasion for the festival 
and its growing community, after which time it was brought under the New Territories 
umbrella. But the festival continued to champion live art and began by exploring its 
peculiar and multifaceted history across different parts of the world, starting with Europe. 
The festival contributed the biggest programme to the ASFLA project and has proved over 
the years that there is a real interest in live art practice. To this day I would say we invited 
many European artists whose work would not otherwise have been seen in the UK, and 
I do not see other festivals taking up that mantle, it possessed a particular vision. The 
audience had grown so much over the years that in order to meet demand it was deemed 
necessary to move from its Arches home to Tramway. The venue allowed for more site-
specific work as well as commissioned residencies; the ambition grew exponentially, as 
did the audience. We were back to the Arches in the last couple of years, space(s) more 
congenial to the work and the artists, because the attitude was more sympathetic to the 
work. The audience came with us wherever we laid our hat, trusting the programme 
would be as joyously fulfilling whilst challenging and unexpected as it always had been.
How much did ASFLA help you to achieve what you did then, and on what levels?

ASFLA allowed the furtherance of its ambition for what was the UK’s longest 
running, biggest festival of live art to grow, not so much in terms of its size but in 
ideas and quality: allowing more time and space for artists to flourish in the form of 
residencies and commissioning programmes; growing the International Winter School 
programmes that promoted professional development and research. It also allowed for 
the continuous documentation of the work that is now housed at the University of 

Bristol for future research purposes and the enhancement of critical dialogue. 

— Nikki Millican, former director of New Territories,
is currently an independent producer and curator —

DOMINO ZAGREB

Domino produces the Perforacije festival and the Queer 
Zagreb activities. Perforacije takes place annually in 
three Croatian cities, and presents a range of Balkans 
artists working in performance art, theatre, and dance, 
whose differing approaches to art-making blur the borders 
between the various genres. Queer Zagreb’s activities 
embrace a whole spectrum of events and initiatives that 
jointly aim at empowering Croatia’s LGBTIQ community. 
www.perforacije.org — www.queerzagreb.org

NEW TERRITORIES GLASGOW

New Territories, formerly Scotland’s International Festival 
of Live Art, represented an annual barometer of artistic 
endeavour and experimentation. For years it encompassed 
the National Review of Live Art (NRLA), Britain’s oldest 
festival of live art with five days of intense activity 
opening a wide window on sometimes contradictory 
propositions. The programme was extended via a series of 
workshops, and stand-alone productions of performances 
with broader appeal. After twenty editions of the NRLA, 
a new concept was elaborated, namely TIPA—This Is 
Performance Art—which concentrated on “raw” radical 
forms of performance art, with its 2011 edition focusing 
on European artists. Subsequent editions unfortunately 
never took place, for the Company had to disband in 2012.

A QUESTION FOR…  
ZVONIMIR DOBROVIC

How do you envisage the future of Domino’s programme and the extent of its Pan-
European collaborations in terms of live/performance art?

Domino is dedicated through its artistic programmes to continue to commission, co-
produce and present a wide range of artists from the Balkans and Eastern Europe. One 
of our developing strategies is to facilitate international cooperation between artists 
in the sphere of performance / live art. With this in mind, we started a research and 
development residency program in Croatia for multi-disciplinary artists, as well as for 
curators. These partnerships with fellow organizations throughout the ASFLA network 
constitute a substantial part of our future ability to provide easier exchanges and 
development opportunities for artists. One of the platforms we have been developing 
is a site-specific project Night of Performances, where we invite six to eight artists to 
create new site-specific work/s, presented beside each other during one evening / night. 
This format has toured quite successfully, given it involves participation by local artists, 

attracts large audiences and has proved to be a challenge that artists appreciate.

— Zvonimir Dobrovic is the director of Domino —

BLACK MARKET INTERNATIONAL
If Black Market International (BMI) had a motto, it might well 
be ‘Expect the Unexpected!’—and that would hold as true for the 
artists who are members of BMI as for the audiences who have 
been surprised, beguiled and stimulated by their work. Since 1985, 
a handful of remarkably disparate artists—from all quarters of the 
globe, and from a variety of creative disciplines—have come together 
in durational performances where sparks fly, often literally. Each one 
brings objects, or works-in-progress, to the space. As time passes, 
that space becomes a melting pot of new initiatives as individuals 
draw inspiration—and frequently ‘hi-jack’ actual bits of material—
from other people’s work in a process that is spontaneous, ephemeral. 
And, in its own way, a microcosm of a society where give and take 
evolves into a fabric of unforeseen possibilities, alive with fresh ways 
of looking at, and using, such everyday objects as shoes, clothes, 
books, balloons and stones. And even if tensions occasionally simmer 
in the moment, the need to stay curious and playful is understood 
and embraced by every participant. Afterwards, you look around with 
widened eyes: unexpectedly realizing that performance art is the 

stuff of daily life and vice versa.
blackmarketinternational.blogspot.be

— Mary Brennan —

SCOTLAND

Messer-Mord, 
Kampnagel, 
2012, photo: 

Edward Chapon. 

New 
Territories, 2008, 
photo: Naranja. 
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PETRA KOVACIC
Petra Kovacic, 30, lives and works in Split, 
Croatia. She graduated in Fine Arts in 2008. In 
addition to her visual arts education, she has 
participated in workshops on sculpture, theater, 
dance and movement. Interested by the act of 
artistic creation, Kovacic approaches the audience 
as participants in the process and immerses them 
in her own questionings. Her piece Act(ing), 2009, 
is emblematic of this process. She sews a gallery 
door, while the audience is inside watching. To get 
out, people have to cut through the threads the artist 
used to enclose them. An immersive performance-
installation, Act(ing) questions both the role of 
the artist in today’s world and the ephemerality 
of creation while putting an accent on the places 

the audiences are given and give themselves. 

— André von Ah —

JULIA KUREK 
Julia Kurek (born in 1984 in Szczecin) graduated 
summa cum laude from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Gdansk, specializing in Intermedia. She 
obtained a Ph.D. in the same field at the Kraków 
Academy of Fine Arts. She lives in Gdansk, 
where she works as a lecturer at the Polish-
Japanese Institute of Information Technology. 
She creates videos, performances and paintings. 
She has received several awards in Poland and 
she participates in exhibitions and festivals all 
over Europe. In 2012, she was invited to take part 
in Moscow International Biennale For Young Art 
as one of four artists from Poland. Julia Kurek 
often chooses public space as the setting for her 
performances. Usually, these are busy streets or 
squares in the city centre, where she can interact 
with casual onlookers. In her activities she refers 
to the socio-historical context of a given place. 
By invoking autobiographical motifs and her own 
status as a woman, an artist or a daughter, she 
examines the clichés and the social hierarchy 

which is in force at a given place and time.
juliakurek.blogspot.com

— Paulina Kempisty —

BRANKO MILISKOVIC
Branko Miliskovic studied sculpture; there is 
a distinctly sculptural approach in the way he 
constructs his performative personas: it is a 
meticulous process of character building, of 
finding the ideal proportions between what might 
be considered real and transposed identity or 
gender. He creates ambiguous and androgynous 
characters in whose appearance we can trace echoes 
of cabaret as well as of the performance art of the 
late 70s and early 80s. Ever since Duchamp’s 
alter-ego Rrose Sélavy, the notion of transvestism 
and androgynousness has been questioned by 
artists such as Ulay, Urs Lüthi, Michel Journiac 
and subsequently by Yasumasa Morimura and 
Cindy Sherman, who gave it yet another layer of 
meaning, shifting the frame of reference from 
gender towards the history of art and media 
culture. In Branko Miliskovic’s work this approach 
underpins a personal history and traces of his own 
traumatic background of a young person raised 
under wartime conditions in former Yugoslavia. 
Consequently, the question of identity and cultural 
conflict emerges, though it never overshadows 
the fascinating performative aspect of his work.

brankomiliskovic.wordpress.com

— Dobrila Denegri —

YEP!
YOUNG 
EUROPEAN 
PERFORMERS

MARIA KÄRKKÄINEN 
Maria Kärkkäinen (born 1980) is a Kuopio-
based photographer whose themes have focused 
on the sense of community and encounters. 
Interaction and closeness between people and the 
processing of these elements are subjects close to 
Kärkkäinen’s heart. Her family and their everyday 
environment have been the subjects of many of 
her works. Ota minut syliin (Take me into your 
arms) is a series of photographs that originally 
featured older people as the subjects: the artist 
asked various people if she could sit on their laps 
and recorded these encounters. At the 2012 ANTI 
festival, Kärkkäinen applied the themes of Ota 
minut syliin to a live art happening for children. 
The meeting between the artist and children took 
place on wire ropes, simulating free flying. The 

performance could be viewed online. 

— Sari Hakala —

Ota minut syliin, ANTI, 2012, 
photo: Pekka Mäkinen.

Act(ing), 
Perforacije, 2009, 

photo: Domino/
Darko Vaupotic. 

The Absolute, Trouble, 2011, 
photo: Nemanja Ladjic. 

Interakcje, 2012, 
photo: Mariusz 

Marchlewicz. 
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GIRL MONSTER
Chicks on Speed, the electro-art-punk combo,  
have hit the stage. Mingling music, performance, 
film and theatre, the influence of the feminist 
avant-garde pervades their current pop production. 
No, this is not an evening at the theatre. Is this 
a series of events? A workshop, maybe? What 
Chicks on Speed present with Girl Monster 
is a hybrid of all of the above, and yet it defies 
categorisation. While deviating from the norm, 
they unite that which doesn’t belong together—
and in the process put together an outrageous 
evening, in the best sense of the word. A Hydra-
like creature with nine heads, Girl Monster first 
surfaced seven years ago: With the release at that 
time of their CD anthology, a fresh chapter in 
feminist music history began. Icons of the post-
punk era such as the Slits thrust their necks out 
alongside other contemporary acts. One of those 
who pricked up her ears was the dramaturge 
Nadine Jessen, with the result that Girl Monster 
sprung to life onstage in 2008. From feminist 
to avant-garde, this outrageously good evening 
embraces everything from video to performance. 

— Chris Köver —

LEJA JURIŠIC 
& TEJA REBA 

In 2009 Slovene performers Jurišić and Reba 
irreversibly (re-)defined paths of their individual 
artistic careers when they joined forces in a 
collaborative piece entitled Between Us and staged 
an idiosyncratic performative twist in the final 
scene, which turned into a performance Plea on a 
Sofa, dedicated to the imprisoned members of the 
punk group Pussy Riot. By performing a series 
of dialogue-duels, which they re-appropriate 
for every re-run by adding various (up-to-date) 
local references, combined with eruptions of 
spontaneous and forced laughter, they generate 
an atmosphere of particular intimacy and 
appropriation of the term ‘public space’, whereby 
sitting on a sofa in fur coats, with their legs 
crossed and wearing red lipstick, they address 
each other as well as themselves by simply calling 
out a series of names. In the moment when the 
space between them begins to communicate with 
the viewer, it also astutely slips into a ‘black hole’ 
of the LOL generation, Facebook communication, 
anti-intellectual rejection and neoliberal erosion 

as “a spectre haunting Europe…”

— Andreja Kopa —

GAËTAN RUSQUET
Born in 1984, Gaëtan Rusquet initially trained at 
ENSAAMA in Paris, and thereafter at La Cambre 
in Brussels. He enhanced his training under 
Gwendoline Robin, Christian Rizzo, Rebecca 
French and Andrew Mottershead. Since 2009, 
either in solo projects or in collaboration with 
others, this performer, visual artist, dancer and 
stage designer in so many disciplines and arenas 
has set forth troubling objects and stage designs, 
categorised by a sense of risk and unique choice of 
subject matter. Regardless of whether embellished 
with balloons, plants, pools of paints or sheer 
flights of fancy, whether short or permanent, his 
performances and installations surface in a semi-
darkness from where light emanates, playing 
with its limits, pushing the body itself to retrieve 

energy’s poetic violence and mark its passage.
gaetanrusquet.zic.fr

— Sylvia Botella —

THIBAUD LE MAGUER
Thibaud Le Maguer revels at the thought of a 
rendezvous: “One never knows where or how it 
all will end up” And, his career is a case in point. 
A classically trained dancer, his first steps were 
at the side of Mathilde Monnier (exe.r.ce) and 
thereafter with Brice Leroux, Lluis Ayet, Marc 
Vincent and Jonathan Schatz, before appearing 
in Transforme at Royaumont. Since 2006 he 
has traced out his own path, namely that of a 
performer who prefers interchanges between 
the various artistic fields. On the boundary 
between performance and choreography, his 
gestural language is marked by the instantaneous 
quality of the performers’ movements. Offering 
a wellspring for the imagination, his creations, 
whether solo or duo, (Pellis, Champs, Multiplex, 
followed by S’avale and Unum) invite spectators 
to trigger their individual perceptions, faced with 

bodies in transformation.
thibaud-le-maguer.over-blog.com

— Pascal Cebulski —
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Girl Monster #18,
Kampnagel Live Art Festival, 2012.
Photo: Conny Winter.

S’avale, Les Subsistances, 
Imaginez maintenant, 2010, 

photo: Romain Etienne. 

Va-et-vient, 
Acción!MAD, 
2010, photo: 
Mathias Nouel. 

Plea on a Sofa, 
City of Women, 2012, 
photo: Nada Zgank. 
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What exactly are we suffering from? I wish to 
speak of that sadness that plagues Europe and the 
western World. Some envision the worst, others 
long to go elsewhere. I am in Finland, a land of 

sleepy lakes and climatic extremes.

Yesterday in Kuopio a woman cried aloud: “Life 
is an event” while pouring wine and milk over 
herself. She spills, she gathers, she runs naked, 
she wears a wedding gown she sowed herself, 
she dives into an aquarium and then into a 
public fountain, she bites off the head of a fish 
with her teeth, she wipes and tidies up, as if 
transplanting all this domestic agitation into 
a public park. It rains and the icy air makes us 
shiver. For two hours visitors to the park silently 
witness these interminable comings and goings: 
routine torturing us in its worst way. The woman 
regularly chooses another woman from among 
the public. The ritual is invariably similar: 
Writing one’s own crisis on a glass full of wine. 
Breaking the glass. Removing the debris. The 
shivering woman transforms into a servant, child, 
woman and water nymph. At once vulnerable and 

fascinating, she incorporates all women.

Alejandra Herrera places herself in a perilous 
situation. It is her cry, there, somewhere aloft in 
north-eastern Europe, where there is (a) space for 
extreme postures that lay bare the limits of our 
relations with the world around us. That space is 
none other than—and home to—Kuopio’s ANTI 
Contemporary Art Festival. She had to leave 
her children behind her on the far shores of the 
Atlantic, in the United States, in Los Angeles 
where she decided to settle after quitting her 
native Chile. She made the trip from Los Angeles 
to Kuopio, from one side of the Atlantic to the 
other, because it was essential for her to make her 
performance happen. Her white tee shirt bore the 
red lettering of “Fighting for my soul.” Alejandra 
condensed into two hours this absolute necessity 

for herself and the western world.

It seemed that everything in that month of 
September 2012 was escalating out of control: 
the overgrown cities and loss of contact with 
nature, the shattering of economic empires 
alongside the breakdown of the dream of 
democracy, the overblown cultural idols and the 

increasing scarcity of an uncalculated gest.

One has access to everything, everywhere. And, 
one can be seen everywhere. The Internet modifies 
our perception of the world. On a universal level, 
a sort of second skin akin to a virtual membrane 
linking that which physically outperforms the 
human body. At times this human body of ours, 
with its cycles and its limits, seems to dwindle 

faced with the intensity of this cyberworld. 

In this vast, asymmetrical context where 
everything seemed out of kilter, in 2012, in 
Kuopio, in the ANTI-chamber of a world to 
come, I had the impression that humankind 
was attempting to reinvent itself. Here, the 
performances called into question the notions 
of public space, sexual categories and the im/
balance between nature and culture, basically 
the three fundamental cornerstones of human 
organisation on the planet. Might the 2012 ANTI 
Festival be a form of litmus test for the world of 
the 21st century? Like its ten previous chapters, 
events at the 2012 ANTI were spread throughout 
the city: In banks, parks, shops, walls and so 
on. But this time, it also incorporated an island 
devoid of any vestiges of civilisation, overrun 
by all-powerful woods and lakes. While there 

was no electric power, a sauna, an open-fire and 
tents were at everybody’s disposition. This was 
the culmination of Up to Nature, an itinerant 

European project for six performances. 

Five times daily a boat linked Kuopio to the 
island of Karho. I could see on either bank, from 
the lake’s sleepy waters, performances contrasting 
to and corresponding with Finland’s climates, light, 
nights and days. On this rugged island, nature, in 
all its everlasting devastation, belittles any notion 
of creative work, of culture and civilisation. In 
Kuopio, just as in cities elsewhere, soil, water and 
vegetation have been relegated to their outer, or 
subterranean zones even their parklands. Yet we 
can sense the possibility of a balance between 
nature and culture while we float along in this 
boat. During the 45-minute voyage, everything 

curiously seems to fall into place.

At the city’s waterfront, we find ourselves in 
Finland’s ninth largest city Kuopio, home to 
105,000 inhabitants. The city is built on a grid 
network, with perpendicular streets like in 
Manhattan. A municipality like many others, 
with its public places (institutions, museums, 
universities); its public spaces (streets, parks, 
public thoroughfares and intersections of all sorts), 
its public domains (woods, lakes, and countryside) 
and not forgetting its public sphere (trans-media/

virtual space and the collective unconscious).

The festival’s delegates invited three American 
artists to participate: Alejandra Herrera and Heither 
Cassils from Los Angeles, and Kris Grey from New 
York. All three called into question the notion of 
sexual identity. An identity attributed to each of us 
at birth, and which determines our future social 
behaviour. The majority of societies in the world 
accept the existence of two distinct social and highly 
codified categories: man and woman. Manifest in 

public space, these codes are cultural by nature.

I watched these artists push their bodies and minds 
well beyond their limits in a manner few European 
artists would dare. At ANTI, the artists’ and their 
public’s sense of responsibility engender a strong 
mutual engagement I rarely witnessed elsewhere.

Heather Cassils, for instance. Her facial features 
reveal the perfection of a Greek statue. She has 
sculpted a body through bodybuilding. A muscular, 
sinuous, masculine physique. ‘A woman with the 
body of a man’ reads the title of a magazine cover 
she conjures up. Her ambiguous appearance 
engenders confusion whenever I come across 
her on the street, in a café, or talk with her. She 
made a mould of her torso so as to create a bust 
made of ice, at once fragile and powerful. For over 
four hours, she held herself erect, naked against 
that block of ice in the provincial government’s 
offices in Kuopio. Coming into contact with her 
body, the ice melts gently, provoking melodious 
droplets and birdsong that evoke a divine world. 
As her breasts and skin come in contact with the 
ice, they suffer unbearable frostbite. With scant 
regard for her surroundings she holds herself 
erect, framed in by the portraits of various 
notables of both sexes of earlier centuries. Her 
Plexiglas rostrum fills with water. In the silence, 

we radiate an encouraging warmth.

“My body is the most honest place I can speak 
from”. This is the reason Heather chose to get 
to know her body’s minutest detail, regulating 
the elements, the quantity of testerone, hardly 
grateful for having to inject alien substances 
such as steroids into her body. She controls her 

image just as it were an extension of herself. 
She is the creator of a double vision: of body 
and image, of man and woman. Similar to one 
of her inspirers, the Greek god Tiresias, who was 
transformed into a woman before becoming once 
again a man. Similarly, a double, Kris Grey, alias 
Justin Credible, is a woman turned man, s/he has 
occupied a shop with sexual accessories, a club 

and the market in Kuopio’s large square.

Another world exists on the city’s further shores, 
on the islands. Boats rarely dock at Karho Island. 
Its 53 hectares of natural reserve are protected 
from the outside world. Such public property 
is rarely put to use by festivals. It doesn’t lend 
itself easily for cultural events, given the lack of 
electricity, maddening insects, and no Internet 
connection. And yet, we can connect ourselves 
with something else. The performances held 
on the island put us directly in touch with 
something animal, ritualistic, wild, denatured. 
We lose all sense of culture, of the notion of art, of 
commentary. The body takes on its full meaning. 

A rapid excursion without discussion.

On a path, Nic Green (UK) waits for a group to lead 
them to a spot that she alone seems to know. She 
placed some clumps of wood there for seating. She 
offers everyone a glass of some extract or other to 
share. She awakens our senses so as to tell us a 
story. From the top of her tree, Johanna Kirsch 
from Austria shared her ideas on freedom. Close by, 
Antti Laitinen from Finland cuts up a tree, which 
will take him two days to reassemble. At the close of 
day, Fiksdal/Langgard/Becker, a Norwegian group 
of dancers and musicians, guide us through a trip 
inspired by voodoo rites. Elsewhere on the island, 
French Mottershead (UK) provides instruction in 
fishing, weaving and scouting. The German Martin 
Nachbar offers an animal dance to the backdrop of 
a music of bells and cymbals attached to a tautened 
cord hung between two trees: he froths at the 
mouth, he puffs, he breaks free, he attaches tails, 

plumes, paws and carapaces to his body.

On Karho, we are as close as we can get to the 
process of creating a performance. Urban decorum 
and cultural codes disappear to give way to a direct 
and natural contact with the creative act. The 
performances, however, appear to lose their critical 
stance towards our social and cultural codes. The 
time has come to make our way back to the boat. 
The outing on the lake has the effect of a charming 
interlude. Might it be a first aid station to help us 
eradicate that bad western habit of diametrically 
opposing nature to culture? It is exactly at this 
place, this third location, that the American couple 
Annie Sprinke and Beth Stephens chose for the 
closing performance of the festival: their wedding 
in blue with lake Kallavesi on the boat Queen R, 
with the active participation of the festival-goers. 
These two Americans are in love with each other 
and our planet. This is their eighth marriage with 
the earth. Each year, the ceremony is celebrated 
using a different colour. With much humour, they 
merge life and art, culture and nature in the fresh 
praxis of their invention: Eco-sexology. In order to 
prepare us for the ceremony, they organise eco-
sensual excursions to the city’s way-out spaces. 
Ever exploring the outer limits of public domains, 
the 2012 ANTI Festival organised a weekend 
of activities for children, on the mountain that 
overlooks Kuopio. Dina Roncevic from Croatia, 
with the help of a group of adolescents in working 
outfits, stripped down a car, that quintessentially 
mythical object of industrial societies. This 
infatuation with the open-air out-of-town is by no 
means a particularly Finnish trait. Sub-urban lots 

abandoned since the 80s are being currently re-
appropriated by western artists. The countryside, 
the deserts, uninhabited islands have come to 
represent a sort of anti-cultural Wild West, beyond 
the western world. Performance art, however, 
requires an urban setting; otherwise it loses its 
critical influence. So why put ourselves at such a 
distance? Possibilities to express oneself freely in 
urban centres have been considerably curtailed. 
It is becoming increasingly difficult to avoid the 
manipulative systems in place, which would have 
us believe that the street remains a forum for 
freedom of expression, whether in artistic terms or 

as a place to voice one’s opposition.

From the 1980s European cities set about using 
a multitude of locations for art and culture. Good 
intentions were never lacking, but the end effect 
has been to distance artists from the street and 
public places, as though shunting them towards 

spaces with invisible walls.

The plaza, for instance, in front of the Centre 
Pompidou in Paris, attracted a motley collection: 
street artists, travelling minstrels, mime-and 
impromptu artists, Dadaists, members of the 
Fluxus movement and so on. Those, in fact, who 
set the whole performance art idea in motion. 
Those rebellious spirits of May 68 in Paris, who 
longed to abolish the walls that separated life and 
art, the walls of theatres and museums, to take 
art to the streets and to let the imagination take 
grip of power. It was for these very people that 
Pompidou created that ultra-modern vessel. If the 
Centre itself only occupies half of the lot its sits on, 
it was so as to leave room for an open-air stage. All 
kinds of performances are authorised there. The 
police don’t intervene. This islet of liberty didn’t, 
however, survive any length of time, and the plaza’s 
current emptiness cries out. Nowadays where 
can we see performances in public designated 
spaces? Primarily at festivals. But all public 
performances in the street are contingent upon 
obtaining permission from local authorities. All 
these communication and security personnel work 
against spontaneity and the freedom of the artist.

Another phenomenon that has curtailed the 
freedom of expression in public spaces is the lack 
of transparency concerning what is considered 
private and public. Pedestrian zones, commercial 
centres and sometimes even public transport 
are nowadays administered by the private sector. 

Different laws apply to these jurisdictions.

And finally, in order to avoid the nuisance factor 
linked to direct contact with an otherwise largely 
receptive public, performance is increasingly 
sectorised and relegated indoors, to the interior of 
public space. With certain indicators, such as a mark 
on the ground, or the presence of a video camera, 
one can identify the performance as ‘artistic’, in 
others words, to label it as such. Otherwise it might 
simply be regarded as an act of pure folly, be seen 
as posing a menace or a personal attack. Passers-
by no longer hesitate about taking the matter 
to the courts. Despite the calibre of the Kuopio 

Festival’s programmation, contact with the local 
population remains negligible. Most spectators 
have travelled from outside to attend events. This 
is symptomatic of the persistent chasm between 
art and society, between social spaces and cultural 
arenas. Where is life, and its creative potential, in 
our 21th century urban centres? Everybody seems 
so keen on creating life, of ‘social’ links, as they say. 
It as though we have become phantoms haunting 
public space. The artists at ANTI work body and 
soul to wake us from this nightmare. A bystander 
curious to experience things directly rather than 
consume them might comment. ‘Pinch me or 
I’m imagining things.’ Where are the spaces for 
such experiences? At the festival conference, Pier 
Luigi Sacco, director of Sienna’s European capital 
of culture in 2019 underlined the urgency “to 
rediscover public space”. Joanna Zylinska from 
Great Britain substantiate his comments. Bio Art 
practitioners, like artists in general, manipulate 
life, the concept of being alive. How the audience 
responds is ultimately their responsibility. Artists 
seem to be crying out in the wilderness: “Is there 
anyone out there to respond?” Are those who 
make the trip to Kuopio responsible folk or just 
completely off-the-wall? Most citizens are in the 
process of consuming cultural products by means 
of perfusion. They purchase that which seems to 
be lacking. A supplement for the soul. But it never 
satisfies. The outer appearance is polished each day 
so as to camouflage the emptiness inside. Entire 
districts in new cities sell this veneer of culture 
ever more dearly. Some people want to live there, 
where they expect life to be soulful. Those who 
pinch themselves set to out know whether we have 
a soul or not. Hundreds of boxes are piled on top of 
each other in the basement of a bank in the centre 
of Kuopio 1. Each box safeguards a testimonial 
photo to a performance that took place in Europe 2. 
As soon as the photo is exposed to light, we become 
witness to its destruction. This curious safety-box 
made me think about the European obsession with 
archives and cultural legacy, which never ceases 
to sap our aging memories. Cultural legacies have 
become a viable economic value for our continent. 
Life in days gone by: a cultural, touristic and 
disembodied product. Has performance art a future 
in the heart of our cities? How do we delineate this 
critical posture in motion without neutralising its 
force? This is a challenge for museums of the 21st 

century, such as London’s Tate Modern.

On returning home to Brussels I’m still absorbed 
in the shadows of an intimate family album that 
had been projected onto the facade of a nameless 

apartment building. (Jukka Huitila- Finland.)
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TRIP
OUT
OF

TOWN:
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LIVE
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PUBLIC
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— Pauline de La Boulaye —

Alejandra Herrera Silva, 
Domestic Labor, ANTI, 2012, 
photo: Pekka Mäkinen. 

WE HAVE BECOME 
PHANTOMS HAUNTING 

PUBLIC SPACE.

1. Disappearing Images, exhibition. Curated by Béatrice Josse 
(FRAC Lorraine, France).

2. Under the auspices of A Space for Live Art.
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Performance, or Live Art, is rarely taught prior 
to students undertaking a Bachelor’s degree in 
the British university sector. Even then, they 
tend to choose a degree in theatre or dance in 
which some of them will only incidentally find 
an interest in Live Art when offered as a study 
option (sometimes it is compulsory) in most 
courses throughout the UK. In other European 
countries it is only offered, to the best of my 
knowledge, as a postgraduate degree or as an 
option at postgraduate level in a very few places. 
That is not to say that Live Art is unpopular, it 
remains quite unknown to the general public, 
and therefore commands very little attention 
from education and art governing bodies 
(including in the UK). That is the current state 
this art discipline, a field that has existed for 

more than a century; one might even argue it 
has always been there, we just used to give it a 

different name.

Teaching how to live is an impossible task in  
itself, but I believe that Live Art allows us to 
reflect on a number of features that might help to 
give meaning to our lives. To learn, for instance, 
how to grapple with an awareness of our everyday 
life as well as being more consciously and 
critically engaged in past and current political, 
gender-based and societal issues. The practice 
of executing a particular creative journey based 
on personal concerns in which society might 
find an echo could be regarded as being at the 
heart of the Live Art field. To cultivate a politics 
of the self, I encourage students to find his/her 

TEACHING
LIVE
ART: 
TO

EXPLORE
THE

MEANING
OF

LIFE 
— Christophe Alix —

individual route and to engage with the work of 
various practitioners and theorists. This personal 
journey might include self-reflection, field 
trips, interviews, states of mind, observation, 
drawing and writing. It can actually encompass 
everything in terms of possible exploration. Live 
Art is such an interdisciplinary practice that an 
artist can work on absolutely anything to make 
countless possible links with any aspect of our 
past, present and future state of life. That is why 
a teacher of Live Art would certainly pay closer 
attention to the creative process of the student’s 
project more than to the performance itself. 
Creating a diverse and complex array of creative 
strategies to deploy or to explore, the artist is 
no way restricted to the spaces, materials and 

sources that he/she might work on. 

The performer becomes the mind and body of 
his/her own art piece, being both the deviser and 
interpreter of the performance. For a student of 
visual and fine art, this perspective of making 
a work is very much in line with their creative 
process; aiming more intuitively at a live 
exhibition instead of a show, with the artist’s body 
placed at the centre of the work. This gives them a 
challenging approach in terms of body awareness. 
For a dance student, the body is already positioned 
at the heart of the piece; the creative process is 
explored on a more physical level and the student 
would need to be challenged to perform outside 
the secure setting of a studio or a gallery space. As 
for theatre students, there is a web of intricacies 
to confront, one of which is the concept of “being 
themselves”. Theatre students are very often 
determined to construct a persona on stage owing 
to their educational backgrounds within a certain 
dramatic or literary canon. In other words, it 
seems that they are either struggling to face the 
reality of being who they are in the performance 
space, or they find themselves battling against the 
habitual demands of their embedded acting skills.

As a teacher in Performance and Performance 
Studies (my background being in Theatre and 
Theatre Studies), I see myself continually trying 
to convey the same idea using different idioms. 
When first year theatre students, most of them 
for the very first time, encounter the practice 
of performance: “Be Yourself”, “Don’t Act”, “Be 
Present”, “Don’t Feign”, “Don’t Try to Represent”, 
and so on, I always emphasise the fact that living 
an action a the performance space and in real life 
contains almost the same strength; that we have 
to face the complexities of what it means to be 
at the centre of public attention without being a 
character that is something special, most probably 
mysterious, yet the same principle would apply in 

life, “I am consciously alive”. 

Interestingly enough, Stanislavski, one of the 
most influential modern theatre practitioners, 
equates the same conceptual relationship 
between acting and life as that which I underlined 
above between performing and living. However, a 
markedly important difference between acting and 
performing, or theatre and performance, is the idea 
that characterisation has very little acceptance 
in Live Art, or at least this is how—I think—it 
has been most successfully defined. I express a 
representation of myself to you, spectators; this is 
what one might call my persona. I do not intend 
to enter into an interminable polemical debate on 
what is performance and what is not. I would only 
say that, as a starting point, we cannot escape 
the representation of ourselves, although we can 
contemplate the possibility of being as close as 
possible to how we are in society when present in 
the performance space. That is the essence of Live 
Art in its execution: to learn how to be yourself. 

A great number of contemporary theatre 
practitioners and playwrights have explored in 
their work this sense of the disembodiment of 
character. The boundaries between theatre and 
performance are certainly more porous than they 
used to be. I hear actors today arguing that they 
are not acting, but performing, while I observe 
that a theatrical event finds its place in a Live Art 
festival. Let me give an illustration. The piece 
How to Live (2004) by Bobby Baker, which has 
toured in many Live Art festivals, might be billed 
as a theatrical event: she assumes a character (a 
psychotherapist who is counselling her patient, 
a little pea). What makes her work sit well in the 
Performance Art section of our library is that 
she is pretty much the same person on stage as 
she is in real life. She has an identical accent, 
intonation, facial expression, body language, 
etc. She is Bobby Baker portraying herself as a 
psychotherapist who is telling us stories about 
how to live; yet she is staging How to Live. For 
Live Art purists, the idea of “pushing” the self is 
theatrical, and it is therefore placed outside of the 
performing experience. Still, it does not mean that 
the performer is dishonest or lies; it simply means 
that there are different degrees of performing the 
self in Live Art. Michael Kirby in his renowned 
text Acting and Not-Acting (1972) contrasted 

the varying degrees of ‘reality’ that co-exist with 
the amount of acting in any given, often loosely 
defined, performance. It would be interesting to 
look at a matrix contrasting the different levels 
of ‘reality’ with the amount of performance of the 
self in the discipline of Live Art. As we see, besides 
the performance concept, aim or strategy chosen 
by the artist, “to be yourself” is already quite a 
lot to learn about. And I would say that is, in the 
first place, about accepting the potential to be 

watched as we are by others.

As for teaching strategies, I would propose a 
very simple exercise to illustrate my argument 
on expressing the self. I ask students to sit on a 
chair and to work on the presence of being there. 
It requires the performers to focus on a flow of 
natural thoughts and a great sense of spatial 
exploration of the present time, both aimed at 
controlling their selves in the performance space. 
I then ask them to engage in some very basic 
actions such as pouring water into a glass and 
to drink it, or to walk around and observe the 
details of the performance space. The performer 
must be able to focus on being present without 
pushing the self, being self-indulgent, having 
confidence issues or anticipating the next 
action to execute. Each action should be fully 
and consciously executed at the right moment, 
even if the same action is repeated many times 
(which is not always something that live artists 
would like to consider). This preparation includes 
the necessity for the performer to be conscious 
of the presence of the group members watching 
the action. The audience is not always sitting on 
a chair watching the performance, the spectators 
are—without saying—invited to walk around, sit 
on the floor or even talk to each other (although 
nowadays spectators feel the need to stay silent 
out of respect for the art piece), and they can even 
be asked to contribute. Finally, I ask the students 
to shout throughout the precisely executed 
actions one sentence reflecting a genuine and 
personal missive to the world. This is what most 
often creates a paradox for the performer: to live 
the emotion and the presence, the action and 
the performance, the doing and the speaking, 
the politics and the self. That is probably why so 
many Live Art performances are more visually 
embedded, lest the word or logos might dominate 
the entire work. Words are, however, part of the 
expression of Live Art, and students must be 
confronted with them when they learn how to 
create a Live Art piece just as much as they need to 
be challenged on the sources, process strategies, 
spaces, histories and so on. Silence and sight are 
fine, so too are sounds and words; everything is 
meaningful in order to express the significance of 
our presence, even if there is no meaning to life. 

Alit Kreiz & Anton Mirto / A2, 
The Future of Death, City of Women, 
2008, photo: Nada Zgank. 

“TO BE YOURSELF” IS 
ALREADY QUITE A LOT 

TO LEARN ABOUT.
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FROM WHERE I’M SAT… 
… I’m inhabiting two encounters at once; the 
performance that unfolds around me—a journey 
of switched positions, questions, emotions and 
routes—and the architecture of the text that might 
follow it. I am attempting to record moments, to 
remember those powerful collisions of affect and 
thought, the nuances of my thinking, and at the 
same time, I’m navigating the debris of memories, 
I’m writing the encounter. This negotiation 
disappears as quickly as the performance ends, 
though its traces still linger with me, and I think 
about the priority of each fragment. The stuff 
that stuck, where does it take me? The stuff that 
I’ve forgotten during the constant attempts at 
remembering, where has it gone, and how can I 

recall it for you, the reader? 

In most instances, criticism emerges from 
memory, from fractured emotions, illegible 
notes, fragments and incomplete images. It 
takes shape through small acts of reception and 
resistance: the deep, echoing sound that engulfs 
Julia Bardsley’s Meta-Family—the iconography 
of the queered family politics (Trouble #8); the 
intricate theatricality and static cinematography 
in Grace Schwindt’s Tenant as she explores 
the legacy of a political regime and its social 
breadth and weight (Spill 2012). These traces 
not only connect the work with its legacy but 
also make visible the position criticism has in 
its relationship to live work. In both of those 
instances, the dominant imagery came to inhabit 
the critical text, which in turn, was affected by the 
dynamic politics of each piece, by an engagement 
with strategy and textual architecture as ways 
to reconstitute these fragments, to place them 
in a lineage of work without imposing fictional 
narratives, to extrapolate rather than de-code, to 

invite affect without losing perspective. 

Criticism has a relationship to the particularity of a 
performance, to the positions which one navigates 
during an encounter, and the contexts that might 
situate that. As a writer interested in investigating 
these vestiges, in thinking about the processes that 
might be at stake during a critical engagement, 

I return to this moment of dual inhabitation. 

This moment is somewhat suggestive of the 
different kinds of negotiations that might 
inform the multiplicity of relationships 
between criticism and the field of live art. 
We’re not used to criticism having a body; 
criticism is always in the shadow of that which 
it addresses (and so it should be; without it, it 
wouldn’t hold an identity), tentatively present 
in a range of public sites. It is absorbed by 
this intersection of sites, negotiating the 
individual and the culturally collective. Both 
Bardsley and Schwindt engage in more than 
a historical and normative rhetoric; they 
deconstruct in an attempt to build back again, 
and it is these strategies that could provide a 
learning point for criticism’s own modalities of 
approach, particularly for a field of practice so 
concerned with cultural re-evaluation through 
the constitution of experiences that hold new 

currencies. 

What these currencies suggest is that criticism, 
despite its shape-shifting cartography, might be 
in a certain tense relationship with strategies of 
judgment and scope. In some sense, it is because 
it’s still dominated by those doctrines that seek 
to capitalise on cultural valuation offered by 
inflections of objectivity found in mainstream 

press. We’ve understood that authority and 
objectivity become redundant frameworks in 
the face of a field of work that seeks to engage so 
thoroughly and unusually with social norms, with 
re-siting politics and constructing juxtapositions. 
What this means is that it’s the categorical 
insistence of de-coding that comes into question. 

Take Susan Sontag’s proposition in her seminal 
essay Against Interpretation 1: to locate de-
coding as absolutist and multiple, historically 
and culturally contingent. In order to understand 
what we might think of as critical practice—as 
that which can be embedded and external, textual 
and interventionist—it might be imperative 
to understand its processes, to better acquaint 
ourselves with its discursive possibilities. If live 
art is that which confronts, considers, engages, 
then its respective critical possibilities might be 
freed from the constraints of certainty. Instead, we 
might look out for legacies, for making moments 
visible, for extending others. As critic and writer 
Mary Paterson writes “the generic freedom of live 
art rubs off on the texts that are written about it” 2. 

SITES OF OCCUPATION
Throughout last year I engaged in numerous 
projects that sought to spend some time 
elaborating on questions of process and 
practice within criticism, in relation to live 
art. I wanted to better understand what these 
critical transactions and positions might be 
at the moment of dual inhabitation, between 
the now of the performance and the material 
output of the critical gesture. By investigating 
some of the critical strategies so defined by live 
art’s numerous contexts, by its intriguing and 
problematic relationship to the institution, I 
sought to examine its relationship to judgment. 

Writing Shop was a project I led with a group of 
writers from across Europe as part of Trouble 8 
Festival in Bruxelles. Together, we sought to 
investigate the ways in which a consideration of 
process might open up critical practice to be a 
collective gesture. Within the architecture of the 
festival, we sought to navigate work in constant 
dialogue, seeking to map out the emergent 
discussions and, as a result, consider our own 
relationship to the work. With a Philosopher in 
Residence, curated discussions bringing together 
theory and practice, a range of challenging work 
that painted the landscape of practices within the 
field, we explored critical strategies that aimed to 
re-constitute, to join up, to make visible. We held 
open sessions daily where our process could be 
observed, and the resulting documentation was 
exhibited at the end of the festival in an attempt 
to not only showcase what these fragments, notes 
and memories might have morphed into, but also 

to examine the potential of collective practice. 

As in any process, there were moments of doubt 
and hesitation, failure and risk. Individual 
authority was the first point of contention; in 
attempting to write a paragraph that might 
express a position both individual and collective, 
the discursive process felt less concerned with 
excavation, and more with contextualisation. 
This dynamic of collaboration that manifested 
itself through maps, notes, images and texts, 
propagated the significant potential offered by 
interrogation of practice. What became clear is 
that in this interrogative process, criticism had 
gained a body; in its multiplicity of approaches, 
we had collectively constructed a cartography 

full of ghosts, but one that also mapped 
out directions of thought and avenues for 
considering the shape of contemporary live art 
practice in its immediate socio-political context. 
We had considered criticism to be an event in 
and of itself, and had constructed this from the 

vestiges of the sites we encountered. 

Spill Festival took place in Ipswich for the 
first time this past year, artist director Robert 
Pacitti’s home town. As part of this relocation, 
there was a constant sense of civic engagement 
that positioned the live work as that which 
might enable relationships. As writer in 
residence, I worked with six emergent writers 
to navigate a range of routes throughout the 
festival, responding to its theme of proximity. 
We sought to use this as a context to consider 
the relationship between live work and critical 

practice, interrogating the personal within the 
public gesture of a response, thinking about 
the myriad of approaches in which a fragment 

might become dominant. 

We navigated the work of a range of emerging 
artists engaged in a dialogue with the specific 
nature and stories of a site both social 
and historical. Walking became a mode of 
investigating. These memories and encounters 
took geographical counterparts. In the multiplicity 
of work that took over this small town, in the ways 
in which the Town Hall became a hub of both civic 
and cultural activity, critical agency was found 
in the negotiation of these different languages: 
that of the environment, the work and its social 
counterparts. Critical practice took a multiplicity 
of positions, all contained by one cartography, 
enabling different discursive processes navigated 
through the architecture of the festival itself, 
from salons to workshops. Given the scope of the 
platform and the community formed around it, 
shape-shifting and morphing, there was a sense 
that criticism might enable dialogic processes 
through its constant mapping—an exercise in 
constituting a critical live art ecology. In the 
ways in which the personal navigated memories 
and relics, judgment became a means of making 

visible, and writing a process of emergence.

Something has changed radically over the past 
ten years, not solely because live art itself has 
changed its different cultural nuances and 
positions, its languages of subversions and 
representation, its delineation and challenging 
of limits and permissions. Criticism has been 

freed from the imperatives of translation and de-
coding, revealing the multiplicities of possible 
practices, strategies and modes of judgment 
that might better embed and make visible an 
encounter, a piece of work, its language and 
politics, its relationship to the world. Yet within 
this, a question of sustainability has emerged, of 
finding ways to constitute an infrastructure that 
won’t allow for disparity, instead capitalise on 
polyphony and begin to excavate judgment and 

interpretive modes.

CRITICISM
AND
LIVE
ART:

A
BRIEF

INCISION
— Diana Damian —

Writing Shop, 
Trouble, 2012, 
photo: Nicolaos 
Zafiriou. 

IF LIVE ART IS THAT 
WHICH CONFRONTS, 

CONSIDERS, ENGAGES, 
THEN ITS RESPECTIVE 
CRITICAL POSSIBILITIES 
MIGHT BE FREED FROM 

THE CONSTRAINTS 
OF CERTAINTY.

1. Sontag, Susan. Against Interpretation and 
Other Essays. Penguin: London.1961. Print.

2. In Time: A Collection of Live Art Case 
Studies. Published by Live Art UK. Ed Live Art 

Development Agency. London: 2010. PDF.
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YEAR 1 / 2008–2009 Presentations 131/717: Acción!MAD 2008: Jacques Van Poppel / La Llamada (Velvet & Crochet) / Focus: Bodytime-
Timebody (Helge Meyer) / A base de soplo (Eugenie Kuffler) / Carlos Llavata / Brian Patterson / Pere Noguera / Viva España – Kitsch vs Art (Angie Dight) / 
Paco Nogales / Pancho Lopez / Belen Cueto / Jacques Van Poppel / ANTI 2008: Street Walks (Paul Gazola) / Antibody project (Christa Donner) / Closer 
(Katherine Hymers) / On the Scent (Curious) / Traguardo (Werther germondari) / Story Café (Johanna Lecklin) / Red Crossing (Eva Weaver) / Search 
Party vs Kuopio (Search party) / What’s your problem? (Chris Dupuis) / Honour Run (Laura Horelli) / 51 performances (XXX Group) / Showing (Hanna 
Panala-Assela) / Da Capo (Liisa Haverila) / A Message to you (Plan B) / On a Voyage (Frank Bölter) / Anti Club Program 08: Concert Astro Can caravan 
(Astro Can caravan) / City Of Women 2008: Morphotope (Sanne Van Rijn) / Nk 603 Action For Performer & E-Maiz (Violeta Luna) / Ooz (Natalie 
Jeremijenko) / Atelier (Bara Kolenc) / Almost The Same (Julia Bardsley) / Advanced Realities (Conservas) / U-Gen-A-Chix: Why Are Women Like Chickens 
(SubRosa) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! 2008: Laugh (Rire) (Antonia Baehr) / Solo WYW (Thomas Lebrun) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tchatche! 2009: Ur 
Asamlet (Odile Darbelley et Michel Jacquelin) / Interakcje 2009: Blue revolution (Francois Levy-Kuentz) / Jan Swidzinski (Jan Swidzinski) / Aidana Rico 
(Aidana Rico) / Crab (Anna Kalwajtys) / Fabien Montmartin (Fabien Montmartin) / D’ici là (Gaetan Rusquet) / Grupa Łuhuu! (Agnieszka Rzeźniak, Kat 
Golen, Karina Marusinska) / Grupa Restauracja Europa (1) (Grupa Restauracja Europa) / Richard Spartos / Slow Space (Grupa Restauracja Europa) / The 
Bearer (Michelle Browne) / Zone Of Comfort / Zone Of Confront (Marcio Shimabukuro) / Indelible (Paola Paz Yee) / Leonardo Gonzalez (Leonardo 
Gonzalez) / Perfobox (Carlos Monroy) / Miss Wet… (Malgorzata Butterwick) / Jesusa Delbardo (Jesusa Del Bardo) / Existence is a Landscape (Ignacio 
Perez) / The Seed Project (Jonathan Vivanco) / The Red Piece (Pilar Talavera) / The Area of my Height In Polish (Julian Higuerey) / Ryszard Piegza / Leticia 
Santa Cruz / Appearance 160 “Still Life With The Writer” (Przemysław Kwiek) / ARK (2004–2009 Series) (Peter Baren) / Multiplicity (Johanna 
Householder) / Alejandra Herrera (Alejandra Herrera) / Alejandro Leonhardt (Alejandro Leonhardt) / De Rerum Naturae (Alejandro Del Re) / Panorama 
2009: Kunst for Live / Small Metall Objects (Back to Back Theatre) / Dance (practicable) (Frederic Gies) / Dynamo Themen Rave Hard Schunkel. Eine 
Live Art Parade (Showcase Beat Le Mot) / New Territories 2009: Mind Out (Station House) / Masculine / Feminine (Paulo Ribeiro) / National Review of 
Live Art: The Revery lone (Billy Cowie) / SCRABB (Six B.Artists / Brian Connoly) / 9 billion Miles from Home (Third Angel) / Buscandose el Pan (Lesley 
Yendell) / Art of Love (war) (Aine Phillips) / Miss Electric Gypseyland (Donna Rutherford) / Peachy Coochy nites (David Gale) / Myths & Metamorphosis 
(Helena Hunter) / Walk to Glasgow – Part 2 (Marcel Sparmann) / Institution everyone (John dummett) / Innocence #03 (Andre Weschler) / Identity (Los 
Torreznos) / No Entry (Rosie Dennis) / I’m Thinking of you (Franko B) / APE (Different Ghosts) / The torment of Saint Agatha (Brownsierra) / Terror of 
Living (Jiva Parthipan) / 36, Avenue Georges Mandel (Raimund Hoghe) / Taschlich (Helge Meyer) / Loose Promise (Kate McIntosh) / While we were 
holding it together (Ivana Müller) / 50 Acts–Act 3: Apology – Manifestof – Action (Wendy Houston) / Drawn from Scratch (Shaun Caton) / Then, Again 

(Sandra Johnston) / Ground Level (Pere Noguera) / National Review of Live Art / Vocal Sonics: Breathing Out (Phil Minton) / National Review of Live Art / Vocal Sonics / The Visual Voice: From Anger To Sadness (Frank Milward) / Trouble 2009: Gustavia (Mathile 
Monnier & La Ribot) / La Prime 2008 (Claudia Triozzi) / Five Movements For Temporal Beings (Essi Kausalainen) / Not every object used to nail is a hammer (Gaëtan Bulourde) / No Entry (Rosie Dennis) / Hyperchanson d’A (Virginie Le Touze) / Magic War 
(Marisa Carnesky) / D’ici là (Gaetan Rusquet) / 26 + 27 performances (XXX Group) / Corpo Illicito (La Pocha Nostra) / Story Café (Johanna Lecklin) / Love Song Dedication (Rosie Dennis) / After Party Magella (DJ Magella) / Destroyed Villages (Ria Pacquée) / 
Etiquette (Rotozaza) / Golgotha (Steven Cohen) / Incha’Allah (Ria Pacquée) / Versus (Thomas Duquet) / Jacques Van Poppel / C’était bien du coulis (Pierrick Sorin) / Auto-Filmages (Pierrick Sorin) / Labyrinthe (Eric Duyckaerts) / Pipterino (Eric Duyckaerts) / 
Mix (Eric Duyckaerts) / Pierrick et Jean-Loup (Pierrick Sorin) / Réveils (Pierrick Sorin) / Presents (Michael Snow) / Living Room (Michael Snow) / Laurel & Hardy / L’aile ou la Cuisse (Claude Zidi) / Antoine Boute. Commissions or joint productions 
38/216: ANTI 2008: Anti Club Program 08: Untitled – as of yet, a song for ANTI (Davida Hewlett & Astro Can Caravan) / Jarmo Saari Solu / City Of Women 2008: Animals Heaven (Isabelle Krieg and Marianne Engel) / Wailing (Femina Ludens) / When The 
Moon Is Increasing (Tina Valentan) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! 2008: République La Libre: Partie 4 “Embarraquez-vous” (Magali Chabroud) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! / 2nd skin 2008: Mode française (Chris Haring/Martina Egger) / Last Last (Alexandre 
Roccoli) / EAT (Alain Buffard) / Magical (Anne Juren, Brigitte Felderer, Loïc Azlo) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! / Collectif Valse 2008: Je suis enchanté (Julia Cima) / Many Dreams for Exercising Walse (Thomas Lebrun) / Le Temps de Briller (Thomas Lebrun) / 
Karaoké Valsant (Yasmeen Godder) / Interakcje 2009: It’s Just a Moment (Pepe Murciego & Roxana Popelka) / Utmost Consumption (Belen Cueto) / Sara Letourneau / Kampnagel Live Art 2008: Girl Monster #1: Kick off (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #2: 
Fanatically feminist feat. Lady bitch (Melissa Logan) / Panorama 2009: Girl Monster #3: Viva la Craft (Melissa Logan) / Kim häßliche Frau schöner Mann (Mariolla Brillowska) / Die Welt , in der wir leben (She She Pop) / Girl Monster #4: Are you a Boy or a 
Girl? (Melissa Logan) / Der Neue Mensch. Vier Übungen in utopischen Bewegungen (Ligna) / Body Swap (Dani Brown & Joavien Ng) / Girl Monster #5: Future Feminist (Melissa Logan) / Playing Ensemble Again and Again (Ivana Müller) / Girl Monster #6: 
Revenge of the Girlmonster (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2009: Test (Anna Krzystek) / Still (Anna Krzystek) / Figure This (Anna Krzystek) / National Review of Live Art: Lone Duets series (Dermographia, In season, Posture A to M, The Morrio Pool, Open 
Wound & Rupture) (Hancock & Kelly) / Trouble 2009: Trilogy Test, Still & Figure This (Anna Krzystek) / Véronique Doisneau ? Non ! Moi c’est Dominique (Patricia Martin) / La Règle de Détachement (Eric Duyckaerts) / Gkmrhpf (Antoine Defoort) / Street 
Garden (Essi Kausalainen) / Aftermaths: a tear in the meat of vision (Julia Bardsley). A Space for Theory 17/113: Acción!MAD 2008: ¿De que hablamos cuando hablamos de Arte de Acción? (Nieves Correa) / Lecture Denys Blacker (Denys Blacker) / New 
Territories Presentation (Nikki Millican) / ANTI 2008: How Contemporary Art Came Home / City Of Women 2008: Cyberfeminism (Maria Perez) / Interakcje 2009: Alejandro Gonzalez Photo Exhibition (Alejandro Gonzalez) / New Generation Of Performance 
Art (Josefina Alcazar) / Les Subsistances 2009: Lecture on Alexis Forestier (Marie-José Mondzain) / Les Subsistances, Ça valse! 2009: Table ronde animée par David Zerbib (David Zerbib) / Kampnagel Live Art 2009: Open Space by Jochen Roller (Jochen 
Roller) / New Territories 2009: Early Birds talks: Presentation of the book Ironic to Iconic: the performance works of Tanya Mars (Paul Couillard) / Into the New: Lives & Living in performance/ National Review of Live Art: Taschlich (Helge Meyer) / Trouble 
2009: ANTI presentation (Johanna Tuukkanen) / Colloque Le Burlesque et la Performance contemporaine / Never Weaken (Fred Newmeyer). A Space for Critics 21/61: Acción!MAD 2008: ASFLA Workshop Madrid (Mary Brennan) / ANTI 2008: ASFLA 
Workshop Kuopio (Mary Brennan) / City Of Women 2008: CoWeb 2008 / ASFLA Workshop Ljubljana (Mary Brennan) / Festival Live Art 2008: Invited critic (1) / ASFLA Workshop Madrid (Mary Brennan) / Interakcje 2009: R.S.I. – ART as a SYMPTOM 
(sinthome) (Malgorzata Butterwick & Angel Pastor) / ASFLA Workshop Madrid (Mary Brennan) 2008 / Kampnagel Live Art 2009: Invited critic (1) / The Performance Pack (Josua Sofaer) / ASFLA Workshop Madrid (Mary Brennan) 2008 / New Territories 
2009: ASFLA Workshop Piotrkow (Mary Brennan) 2008 / I’ve never seen anything like it… (Mary Brennan) / Trouble 2008: ASFLA Workshop Brussels (Mary Brennan) 2008 / Trouble 2009: Esquisses Critiques (Guillaume Désanges) / Critic workshop 
Glasgow. A Space for Students and transmission 13/73: Acción!MAD 2008: Workshop Learning by Doing (Ben Patterson) / Workshop Pancho Lopez (Pancho Lopez) / ANTI 2008: Workshop DH (Davida Hewlett) / City Of Women 2008: CoWeb 2008 / 
The Future Of Death (A2) / The Body in Action: Paths Towards a Personal Cartography (Violeta Luna) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! 2008: Atelier du rire (Antonia Baehr) / Interakcje 2009: Theory meetings of artists with students (Magdalena Kowalczyk) / 
Live Art Festival 2009: Workshop “Collective structures and forms of working” (Ivana Müller) / New Territories 2009: Winter School: Autobiology (Curious) / who are you? (Franko B) / Trouble 2009: Esquisses Critiques workshop (Guillaume Desanges) / 
Workshop La Pocha Nostra (La Pocha Nostra). Yep! (Young European Performers) 20/107: Acción!MAD 2008: Mujer-Maceta (Iris Nava) / Doble y todo (Analia Beltran) / City Of Women 2008: Just Being (Pila Rusjan) / When The Moon Is Increasing 
(Tina Valentan) / Interakcje 2009: D’ici là (Gaetan Rusquet) / OFF Interakcje 09: The Island (Justyna Gorowska & Przemyslaw Branas) / Between Earth And Heaven (Olgierda Nowakowska) / Last (Jakub Falkowski) / Box off (…) everywhere (Artur Piegza) / 
Levitation (Adam Gruba) / Adam Gruba / New Territories 2009: National Review of Live Art / Elevator: In a Thousand pieces (The Paper Birds) / Stains placing post. Blow me (Beth Greenhalgh) / A Job of Waiting, Bingo & Reigning Cats and Dogs (Michael 
Fortune) / Films and Things (Clara Garcia Frail) / Trouble 2009: Fragile!: Boris Dambly / Hugues de Castillo / Valentin Périlleux / Mickaël Salvi / Eglantine Chaumont. Performers in residence (1) 1/35: Trouble 2009: Street Garden (Essi Kausalainen). 
Performers in residence (2) 21/93: City Of Women 2008: Animals Heaven (Isabelle Krieg and Marianne Engel) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! 2008: République La Libre: Partie 4 “Embarraquez-vous” (Magali Chabroud) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! / 2d 
skin 2008: Mode française (Chris Haring / Martina Egger) / Magical (Anne Juren, Brigitte Felderer, Loïc Azlo) / EAT (Alain Buffard) / Last Last (Alexandre Roccoli) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! / Collectif Valse 2008: Je suis enchanté (Julia Cima) / Many 
Dreams for Exercising Walse (Thomas Lebrun) / Le Temps de Briller (Thomas Lebrun) / Karaoké Valsant (Yasmeen Godder) / Kampnagel Live Art 2008: Girl Monster #1: Kick off (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #2: Fanatically feminist feat. Lady bitch (Melissa 
Logan) / Panorama 2009: Girl Monster #3: Viva la Craft (Melissa Logan) / Kim häßliche Frau schöner Mann (Mariolla Brillowska) / Die Welt , in der wir leben (She She Pop) / Girl Monster #4: Are you a Boy or a Girl? (Melissa Logan) / Der Neue Mensch. Vier 
Übungen in utopischen Bewegungen (Ligna) / Body Swap (Dani Brown & Joavien Ng) / Girl Monster #5: Future Feminist (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #6: Revenge of the Girlmonster (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2009: National Review of Live Art: 
Lone Duets series (Dermographia, In season, Posture A to M, The Morrio Pool, Open Wound & Rupture) (Hancock & Kelly). Live art in the public space 39/181: ANTI 2008: Street Walks (Paul Gazola) / Antibody project (Christa Donner) / Traguardo 
(Werther germondari) / Closer (Katherine Hymers) / What’s your problem? (Chris Dupuis) / Red Crossing (Eva Weaver) / Search Party vs Kuopio (Search party) / Story Café (Johanna Lecklin) / On the Scent (Curious) / Honour Run (Laura Horelli) / 51 
performances (XXX Group) / Showing (Hanna Panala-Assela) / Da Capo (Liisa Haverila) / A Message to you (Plan B) / On a Voyage (Frank Bölter) / Anti Club Program 08: Untitled – as of yet, a song for ANTI (Davida Hewlett & Astro Can Caravan) / Jarmo Saari 
Solu / Concert Astro Can caravan (Astro Can caravan) / City Of Women 2008: Animals Heaven (Isabelle Krieg and Marianne Engel) / Ooz (Natalie Jeremijenko) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! 2008: République La Libre: Partie 4 “Embarraquez-vous” (Magali 
Chabroud) / Les Subsistances, Ça Valse! / Collectif Valse: Le Temps de Briller (Thomas Lebrun) / Many Dreams for Exercising Walse (Thomas Lebrun) / Interakcje 2009: D’ici là (Gaetan Rusquet) / Zone Of Comfort/Zone Of Confront (Marcio Shimabukuro) / 
Grupa Łuhuu! (Agnieszka Rzeźniak, Kat Golen, Karina Marusinska) / Slow Space (Grupa Restauracja Europa) / Existence is a Landscape (Ignacio Perez) / The Area of my Height In Polish (Julian Higuerey) / Alejandro Leonhardt (Alejandro Leonhardt) / 
Panorama 2009: Die Welt , in der wir leben (She She Pop) / Small Metall Objects (Back to Back Theatre) / Beschwerdechor (Stefanie Ressin) / Dynamo Themen Rave Hard Schunkel. Eine Live Art Parade (Showcase Beat Le Mot) / New Territories 2009: 
National Review of Live Art: Walk to Glasgow – Part 2 (Marcel Sparmann) / Trouble 2009: 26 + 27 performances (XXX Group) / Story Café (Johanna Lecklin) / Jacques Van Poppel / Street Garden (Essi Kausalainen). YEAR 2 / 2009–2010 Presentations 
142/717: Acción!MAD 2009: No soy de un pueblo de bueyes (Antonio Gómez) / Homenaje a Yoko Ono (Antonio Gómez) / Ryszard Piegza / Crab (Anna Kalwajtys) / Carlos Felices / J.M. Calleja / John Boehme / Kai Lam / Fernando Baena / Monika Günther 
and Ruedi Schill (Monika Günther and Ruedi Schill) / Kurt Johannssen / Eye for Eye (Nezaket Ekici) / Performance Art: Theory and Practice (Esther Ferrer) / Denys Blacker / It’s Just a Moment (Pepe Murciego & Roxana Popelka) / Utmost Consumption (Belen 
Cueto) / Monika Günther and Ruedi Schill (Monika Günther and Ruedi Schill) / ANTI 2009: Children’s Firework workshop (Gwendoline Robin) / Hello (Daniel Gosling) / Every Demo I’ve ever been on (1985-2009) (Alex Bradley) / The Red Carpet Treatement 
(Vincent Chevalier) / Personal appearance (Cindy Baker) / Slippery (Eric Mavric) / Blocart (Andy Whall) / Traipsing (ing) (Alexis O’Hara) / Live Windwalks (Tim Knowles) / Archsuit (Sarah Ross) / Second Life (Stephen Hodge) / Hajek a Porcal (Lukas Hájek a 
Zdenek Porcal) / Anonymous Collaboration (Stephanie Nadeau) / Performance intervention brigade (La Pocha Nostra) / Wondermart (Rotozaza) / Go (Body Cartography) / Streams (Flow Production & Rialto Fabrik Nomade) / The Puijo Hill 3-Day (Regin 
Igloria) / Sentimental journey (Tom Marshman) / The Daily Commute (Adele Prince) / Walk of Fame (KuvanNaiset) / Walk the Line (Antti Laitinen) / Walk performance (Samo Gosaric) / Marche #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Anti Club Program 09-DJ Set DW 
(Don Walsh) / Presentation ceremony of Experience Park in Kuopio (Don Walsh) / DJ Set AO (Alexis O’Hara) / City Of Women 2009: Buscandose el Pan (Lesley Yendell) / El Llac de les Mosques (Sol Pico) / Spotlight on Me (Via Negativa) / Les Subsistances, 
Ça Trace! 2009: Bancs Publics (cie Virevolt) / Narcisse-0 (Kate Strong) / Les Subsistances, Anticodes, Ça Tchatche! 2010: Jennifer, la rotation du personnel navigant (cie Carré Rouge) / Dehors en Chantier République la Libre (en partie brisée) (Magali 
Chabroud) / Interakcje 2010: Drifting Book (Grzegorz Borkowski) / Freestyle Tv performance (Jakub Palacz) / Jan Swidzinski doesn’t know the history of “pasta Bilbao” and neither doo you (Fausto Grossi) / Kana Fukushima / Mother (Marcio Shimabukuro) / 
Robert Alda / Upside Down (Anne Seagrave) / Cube 28 (Martin Molinaro) / DAIS (chaos with chair) (John Boehme) / Right here (Joan Casellas) / Tu me tues (Eglantine Chaumont) / Hilario Alvarez / Normal performance artist (Carlos Llavata) / Waldemar 
Piorko / Kana Fukushima / Kurt Johannssen / Sandra Johnston / Barbara Strum / Biography 10_01 (Nieves Correa) / Lucas Murgida / The Hair Collection (Kurt Johannssen) / Jan Swidzinski (Jan Swidzinski) / Appearance (2010) (Przemysław Kwiek) / Grupa 
Restauracja Europa (2) (Grupa Restauracja Europa) / Norwegian liquid (Rita Marhaug) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2010: City of abstracts (The Forsythe Company) / Abwärtsbunker (Half past selber schuld) / Wondermart (Rotozaza) / Dark matters (Crystal 
Pite/Kidd Pivot) / What they are instead of (Angela Schubot & Jared Gradinger) / Working titles (Ivana Müller) / Some Faves (Ivo Dimchev) / Posing project A. The Art of Wow (Chris Haring) / Speaking Dance (Jonathan Burrows & Matteo Fargion) / Performance 
Bar: Supernaze & co. This is not Live Art (Gods Entertainment) / Adsds “9 Hot Performances” (ADSDS) / Name Readymade (Janez Jansa) / Johnny Castle & The Sticky Swingers / Boy Division / Heavy Drinks + Dirty jokes (Frau Kraushaar, Maike & 
Abidjaninski) / New Territories 2010: Sugar sugar white (Sheila Ghelani) / San + Stance 11 (Catherine Diverres’) / Four Death (Via Negativa) / Flam (Melanie Pappenheim & Rebecca Askew) / Neanderthal (Simon Thorne) / National Review of Live Art: The 
Fall (& installation EDDA) (Holly Warburton) / We have preferred silent slipways (Alastair Snow) / RAW (Body as Machine) (Kate Stannard) / Chubbin’ Mondays (Ian Hinchcliffe) / Safe (Kirsten Lavers) / Miss Electric Gypseyland (Donna Rutherford) / Strange 
Democracy, a short spoken word performance (Guillermo Gomez-Pena) / The Colour of Nonsense (Forkbeard Fantasy) / Against Gravity (Elvira Santamaria) / Food, food, ago (Silvia Ziranek) / xxx (Michael Mayhew) / Upside Down (Anne Seagrave) / The Desert 
(Los Torreznos) / Melting Point (Sam Rose) / Peachy Coochy nites (David Gale) / Void Story (Forced Entertainment) / In Determination (Monali Meher) / Were you here the last time? (FrenchMottershead) / Survival Tactics (Liz Aggiss) / Performance Art: 
Theory and Practice (Esther Ferrer) / Hairoism (Oreet Ashery) / Soldiers are we (John Byrne) / The Wunderkammer (Shaun Caton) / 35 minutes (Los Torreznos) / Untitled (syncope) (Kira O’Reilly) / Routine (Francesca Steele) / Chinese Lesson (series) 
(Akademia Ruchu) / Assisted Power (Richard Layzell) / Trouble 2010: 4x4 Videos pannels / Wormholes (Mazen Kerbaj) / Performance Art: Theory and Practice (Esther Ferrer) / I’m Thinking of you (Franko B) / An ode to Brussels …from a fucking American 
(Richard Spartos) / Identity (Los Torreznos) / A piece of the Weary Soul (Angie Seah) / The Bearer (Michelle Browne) / First Love’s Second Chance (Getting over Heintje) (Nastasa Zivkovic) / More than Enough (Doris Uhlich) / May’s Halles (Elvira Santamaria) / 
Loose Promise (Kate McIntosh) / Duchesses (François Chaignaud & Marie-Caroline Hominal) / May 2010 (Elvira Santamaria) / The dog barked in the back yard, while the eagle flew after the dark, and I… (Melati Suryodarmo) / The Big Trip (Frank Bölter) / 
D’ici là (Gaëtan Rusquet) / Although I live inside, my hair will always reach towards the sun… (Robyn Orlin). Commissions or joint productions 43/216: ANTI 2009: Greenhouse (Essi Kausalainen) / Flickers (Rachel Henson) / City Of Women 2009: 
Girl Monster: At City Of Women (Melissa Logan) / First Love’s Second Chance (Getting over Heintje) (Nastasa Zivkovic) / Chinese Live Art: No Title – He Chengyao (He Chengyao) / What is Love? (Xiao Lu) / Poetest (Ko Siulan) / Daily Life (Liu Lushan) / Les 
Subsistances, Ça trace! 2009: Est (Hélène Mathon) / Golgotha (Steven Cohen) / Figures: suite et fin (Denis Mariotte) / La Brûlure du Regard (Karelle Prugnaud) / Marche #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Instant #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Territoire #6899 
(Gwendoline Robin) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tchatche! 2010: Le Bardo (Joris Mathieu) / Les Subsistances Imaginez maintenant, 2010: LES IDEES FLOTTANTES: Absence (Jordi Gali) / S’avale (Imaginoires Territoires) (Thibaud Le Maguer) / Mise à l’eau 
(Olivia Barisano) / Disparaître (Eglantine Chaumont) / Les Subsistances, MANGA²: Kawaï Hentaï (Karelle Prugnaud) / Kampnagel Live Art 2009: Girl Monster #7: Monsters of Fashion (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #8: Monsters of Dancehall (Melissa Logan) / 
Kampnagel Live Art 2010: Gimme shelter (Tanzinitiative Hamburg) / Girl Monster #9: Genius inventor Goddess (Melissa Logan) / Gold (Sylvie Kretzschmar) / Girl Monster: At City Of Women (Melissa Logan) / Performance Bar: Girl Monster #10: Monsters 
coming out of the cage (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2010: National Review of Live Art: the moment I saw you I know I could love you (Curious) / PAVES / Crossing Zones (Anne Bean) / Aftermaths: a tear in the meat of vision (Julia Bardsley) / Not Waving 
But Drowning (Gerry Pilgrim) / Post historical cluster fuck (Trace Collective) / The Project 2040 AD (Lisa Wesley & Andrew Blackwood) / Trouble 2010: 5 performances (Marcio Shimabukuro) / Du Sucre et des Larmes (Arnaud Labelle Rojoux) / In my solitude 
(Isabelle Bats et Hugues Warin) / Patrick, c’est ou bien ou bien (Patricia Martin) / 4x4 non aligned: The Four Seasons (Declan Rooney) / Fancy Mirror Show (Viola Yesiltac) / Enlightening (Branko Miliskovic) / 4x4 non aligned (Jovana Stokic) / Mum (Eunhye 
Hwang). A Space for Theory 22/113: Acción!MAD 2009: Guy Sioui Durand / Documental La Muga Caula (Joan Casellas) / Lecture by Catie de Balmann / ANTI 2009: Footfalls: panel #1 / Footfalls: panel #2 / City Of Women 2009: RE.ACT.FEMINISM: 
Seminar: Performance Art of the 1960s and 1970s today / Fragments (Dubravka Dube Sambolec) / Her Nature (Bojana Kunst) / KITCH – On Her Plaisure-Naked Reading of Lacan (Lana Zdravkovic) / International Baroque (Nada Prlja) / Euro (Nada Prlja) / 
Les Subsistances, Ça Trace! 2009: La notion de risque dans la performance / Interakcje 2010: The Archive Aire (Joan Casellas) / From the psychosomatic phenomenon to the performative action (Alberto Caballero) / Live Art Festival 2010: Young performing 
art lovers: YPAL “Artistic interventions in public space” / Johanna Tuukkanen (Johanna Tuukkanen) / YPAL “The participation of the spectator as a production principle” (Ivana Müller) / Young performing art lovers workshop / New Territories 2010: National 
Review of Live Art: M (o)re (Silvia Ziranek) / Remembering Performance / Trouble 2010: The body, the presence and the self? Strategies to teach performance art / Collectionner la performance: un paradoxe fécond (Béatrice Josse) /Acción!MAD presentation. 
A Space for Critics 10/61: City Of Women 2009: CoWeb 2009 / Contemporary Chinese Performance (Berenice Angremy) / Feminist Performance Art: Autobiography and Body (Jennie Klein) / Kampnagel Live Art 2010: Young performing art lovers: YPAL 
“Welcoming spectators and mediation work with the audience” (Jens Hillje) / New Territories 2010: National Review of Live Art: Interrogating Reality – 80s style (Rob La Fresnay) / Trouble 2010: Esquisse Critique (Claire Diez). A Space for Students and 
transmission 14/73: Acción!MAD 2009: Workshop Esther Ferrer (Esther Ferrer) / Laboratorio de Arte Joven, Murcia: Workshop Monika Günther y Ruedi Schill (Monika Günther and Ruedi Schill) / ANTI 2009: Workshop Bodycartography (BodyCartography) / 
Workshop La Pocha Nostra (La Pocha Nostra) / City Of Women 2009: CoWeb 2009 / Sol Pico workshop (Sol Pico) / Approaches to Reading and Understanding Feminist Performance (Jennie Klein) / Interakcje 2010: Workshop: The voice emission & 
Presentation of one word (Artur Grabowski & Presentation of one word) / Workshop: Description of live arts – practical aspects (Maciej H. Zdanowicz) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2010: Young performing art lovers workshop / Young performing art lovers: 
YPAL “The participation of the spectator as a production principle” (Ivana Müller) / YPAL “Participate” (Petra Sabish) / New Territories 2010: Problematics: Research, Context and Intent (Ron Athey) / Winter School: Living (Michael Mayhew). Yep! (Young 
European Performers) 29/107: Interakcje 2010: Off Interakcje / Acción!MAD 2009: Prueba de accion sobre la erotica torpe II (Eva Pérez) / Vase-corporal (Angela García) / Compartiendo secretos (Isabel León) / Maria Marticorena / City Of Women 2009: 
Seeking Balance (Katjusa Kovacic) / Les Subsistances, MANGA² 2009: Kawaï Hentaï (Karelle Prugnaud) / Les Subsistances, Imaginez maintenant, LES IDEES FLOTTANTES 2010: S’avale (Imaginoires Territoires) (Thibaud Le Maguer) / Absence (Jordi 
Gali) / Mise à l’eau (Olivia Barisano) / Disparaître (Eglantine Chaumont) / Interakcje 2010: Tu me tues (Eglantine Chaumont) / OFF Interakcje: Jakub Falkowski / Justyna Gorowska / Marcus Vinicius de Souza Santos / Initiation (Waldemar Piorko) / Adam 
Gruba / Aga Milogrodzka / Mateusz Kula / New Territories 2010: National Review of Live Art / One Year On: Michelle Browne / Heavy Water (Sophia Yadong Hao) / When we meet again (Clara Garcia Frail & Sam Pearson) / Trouble 2010: Je tue le temps 
(Eglantine Chaumont) / Fragile!: Madely Schott / Julie Gilbert / Christophe de Rohan / Leandro Centore / Tom Castinel / Boris Dambly. Performers in residence (1) 8/35: City Of Women 2009: Exhibition of video works & performances: Help Yourselves 
(Alma Suljevic) / Welcome (Lana źmajcanin, Adela Jušic, & Alma Suljevic) / Reverse (Leila Cmajcanin) / Dinner for Three (Adela Jusic) / Female President (Lana Cmajcanin) / Sniper (Adela Jusic) / Under – Over the Burqa (Leila Cmajcanin) / Who Needs DRNź 
(Adela Jusic). Performers in residence (2) 26/93: Acción!MAD 2009: Catie de Balmann / ANTI 2009: Greenhouse (Essi Kausalainen) / Les Subsistances, Ça Trace! 2009: Marche #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Est (Hélène Mathon) / La Brûlure du Regard 
(Karelle Prugnaud) / Golgotha (Steven Cohen) / Figures: suite et fin (Denis Mariotte) / Instant #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Territoire #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Les Subsistances, Anticodes, Ça Tchatche! 2010: Le Bardo (Joris Mathieu) / Les Subsistances, 
Danse en Réseau / Next Wave 2010: Mammal (Otto Ramstag) / Black project III (Antony Hamilton) / Angelic Dystopia (Jason Akira Somma) / Les Subsistances, Imaginez maintenant 2010: LES IDEES FLOTTANTES: Disparaître (Eglantine Chaumont) / 
Absence (Jordi Gali) / S’avale (Imaginoires Territoires) (Thibaud Le Maguer) / Mise à l’eau (Olivia Barisano) / Les Subsistances, MANGA² 2010: Kawaï Hentaï (Karelle Prugnaud) / Kampnagel Live Art 2009: Girl Monster #7: Monsters of Fashion (Melissa 
Logan) / Girl Monster #8: Monsters of Dancehall (Melissa Logan) / Gimme shelter (Tanzinitiative Hamburg) / Kampnagel Live Art 2010: Girl Monster #9: Genius inventor Goddess (Melissa Logan) / Gold (Sylvie Kretzschmar) / Performance Bar: Girl 
Monster #10: Monsters coming out of the cage (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2010: National Review of Live Art: PAVES / Crossing Zones (Anne Bean) / Trouble 2010: 5 performances (Marcio Shimabukuro). Live art in the public space 47/181: 
Acción!MAD 2009: Denys Blacker / ANTI 2009: Children’s Firework workshop (Gwendoline Robin) / Hello (Daniel Gosling) / Every Demo I’ve ever been on (1985-2009) (Alex Bradley) / Slippery (Eric Mavric) / The Red Carpet Treatement (Vincent Chevalier) / 
Personal appearance (Cindy Baker) / Flickers (Rachel Henson) / Greenhouse (Essi Kausalainen) / Live Windwalks (Tim Knowles) / Traipsing (ing) (Alexis O’Hara) / Blocart (Andy Whall) / Second Life (Stephen Hodge) / Walk the Line (Antti Laitinen) / 
Sentimental journey (Tom Marshman) / Walk of Fame (KuvanNaiset) / Walk performance (Samo Gosaric) / The Daily Commute (Adele Prince) / Hajek a Porcal (Lukas Hájek a Zdenek Porcal) / The Puijo Hill 3-Day (Regin Igloria) / Streams (Flow Production 
& Rialto Fabrik Nomade) / Go (BodyCartography) / Wondermart (Rotozaza) / Archsuit (Sarah Ross) / Performance intervention brigade (La Pocha Nostra) / Anonymous Collaboration (Stephanie Nadeau) / Marche #6899 (Gwendoline Robin) / Anti Club Program 
09: DJ Set DW (Don Walsh) / Presentation ceremony of Experience Park in Kuopio (Don Walsh) / DJ Set AO (Alexis O’Hara) / Les Subsistances Dehors en Chantier2010: République la Libre (en partie brisée) (Magali Chabroud) / Les Subsistances Imaginez 
maintenant 2010: LES IDEES FLOTTANTES: S’avale (Imaginoires Territoires) (Thibaud Le Maguer) / Mise à l’eau (Olivia Barisano) / Disparaître (Eglantine Chaumont) / Absence (Jordi Gali) / Interakcje 2010: Drifting Book (Grzegorz Borkowski): OFF 
Interakcje: Initiation (Waldemar Piorko) / Live Art Festival 2010: Wondermart (Rotozaza) / Trouble 2010: 5 performances (Marcio Shimabukuro) / The Big Trip (Frank Bölter) / May 2010 (Elvira Santamaria) / Fragile!: Boris Dambly / Tom Castinel / Leandro 
Centore / Madely Schott / Christophe de Rohan / Julie Gilbert. YEAR 3 / 2010–2011 Presentations 153/717: Acción!MAD 2010–2011: Geometria plana (Giusseppe Dominguez) / Edu Hurtado / 101 y alguno mas (Ana Matey) / Joan Casellas / To be 
Concerned (Marco Teubner) / Elvira Santamaria / Porqué tuviste tocar el piano con la cabeza?… (Ruben Barroso) / Back and Forth / Va-et-Vient (Gaetan Rusquet) / Manual of elegance and efficiency always and everywhere (Maria Cosmes) / Articles [of] (Sandra 
Johnston) / Capas (Domix Garrido) / Gwendoline Robin / Radar Dolls (Ornic’art) / 174cm Bloodstain (Zhou Bin) / Mapping (Adina Bar On) / Today (Fabien Montmartin) / …Las Campanas doblan por ti, 2010 (Rosa Mesa) / Una mala accion (Isidoro Valcarcel 
Medina) / Desconcierto para zapateros (Ana Oliva Higueras) / Zhou Bin 2 (Zhou Bin) / Concha Jerez y Jose Iges / Self Portrait (Antti Laitinen) / Nabita (Rosa Galindo) / 11° Encuentro Epipiderme: Performance for social Networks /Facebook (Carlos Llavata) / 
12° Encuentro Epipiderme: Without Dance Music (Roxana Popelka) / 13° encuentro Epipiderme: Una Accion Negativa (Fernando Baena) / Laboratorio de Arte Joven, Murcia: Zhou Bin 1 (Zhou Bin) / 14° encuentro Epipiderme: Yolanda Perez Herreras / ANTI 
2010: Murmur (Abinadi Meza) / I’m Sorry (Heather Kapplow) / Love song karaoke (Toimintaryhma Olettamo) / Public Space My Ass (Iva Supic Jankovic) / One Minute Bird Watching (Holly Rumble) / Kansas (Georgie Meagher & Malcolm Whittaker) / Everyday 
Opera (Johanna Hallsten) / Embroided Love songs (Toimintaryhma Olettamo) / Eight hours writing (John Court) / Instant Fiction (Sarah van Lamsweerde) / Badly Translated Stand-up (Johanna MacDonald) / Untitled Bomb Shelter (Kira O’Reilly) / Scratch 
(Sonja Jokiniemi) / 35 minutes (Los Torreznos) / Weigh me Down (getinthebackofthevan) / City Of Women 2010: The Untouchables (Marta Bosowska) / The Other Room (Helena Hunter) / Big Girls do Big Things (Eleanor Bauer) / Between the Lines (Maflohé 
Passedouet) / Laser Koto (Miya Masaoka) / Laugh (Rire) (Antonia Baehr) / Hairoism (Oreet Ashery) / Stair Falling (Kira O’Reilly) / Still Life (1) (Nastasa Zivkovic) / Oracle (Judith Witteman) / Drop Dead (Katarina Stegnar) / Les Subsistances, From Siberia 
with Love 2010: From the Earth (Liquid Theater) / Snow maidens never die (Alexander Petlura) / ReConstruction of the Future (Piotr Aidu & Noise Orchestra) / White Cabin (Theatre Akhe) / Plug-n-play (Theatre Akhe) / Interakcje 2011: Jacek Dabrowski / 
You fly, you think, you’re gone (Teatr Progresywny O’Tinter’s Bar) / Stelarc / Machine czardas (Istvan Kantor) / Herma Auguste Wittstock / Where’s the key? (Roi Vaara) / Mannet Villariba / concert with Ze’V (Rafał Iwanski/Group Hati) / Michelle Rheaume / 
Mehdi Farajpour (1) (Mehdi Farajpour) / Physical power plantthe paper (Gim Gwang Cheol) / Giovanni Fontana / Appearance 178a (Przemysław Kwiek) / Art of invisibles (NonGrata/Al Paldrok) / Appearance 178b “making a burning with the head of Frederic 
Chopin and Marie Curie on the Monument dubble breast” (Przemysław Kwiek) / Agierte Bilder (BBB Johannes Deimling) / Ramon Churruca / Moe Satt / Soren Dahlgaard / Identity (AK) (Antoni Karwowski) / Mehdi Farajpour (2) (Mehdi Farajpour) / Jason 
Lim / BBB Johannes Deimling (BBB Johannes Deimling) / Gim Gwang Cheol / Herma Auguste Wittstock / Self-Burning (Ko Z Hkawng Gyung) / Jeff Huckleberry / Force Majeure (NonGrata/Al Paldrok) / The Dough Warrior (Soren Dahlgaard) / Camouflage 
Project (Ronaldo Ruiz) / The last one turns off the light (Ryszard Piegza) / Jacques Van Poppel / Artur Piegza / Grupa Restauracja Europa / Jerzy Truszkowski / I’m performan (Maciej Neneman) / Appearance 178c “Swarn” (Przemysław Kwiek) / Love (Pancho 
Lopez) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2011: Aida Sauve Moi (Joana Hadjithomas & Khalil Joreige) / 3 films: Living Room, digital snow and Presents (Michael Snow) / Ensemble Dantons Tod (Eva Könnemann) / Hamburg International (Gods Entertainment) / 
Life and Times Episode 2 (Nature Theatre Of Oklahoma) / My Private Biopolitics (Sasa Asentic) / Paris 1871 Bonjour Commune (Showcase Beat Le Mot) / Libido sciendi (Pascal Rambert) / As if stranger (Richard Siegal) / Magical (Anne Juren, Brigitte Felderer, 
Loïc Azlo) / The Last Hour (Plan B) / New Territories 2011: The bravest thing you can do is be still (Jack Webb) / Children/A Few Minutes of Lock (Louise Lecavalier) / Face On (Anna Krzystek) / Ephemer works (Artus) / Posing Project B. The Art of Seduction 
(Chris Haring) / Onde de Choc (O Vertigo) / Hara-kiri (Didier Théron) / Stories left to tell (Spalding Gray) / El Llac de les Mosques (Sol Pico) / BMI guests: Parallel Worlds – The Indian Ocean (Denys Blacker) / Protect, protect, protect us from ourselves, we 

know what we are doing (Agnes Nedregard) / Schill/Günther (Monika Günther and Ruedi Schill) / Vexations (Eva Fuhrer) / Kurt Johannssen / Foxskin (Judith Rötlisberger) / Flying Luggage (Yingmei Duan) / Boarder (Urnamo (Wathiq Al-Améri & Ali Al-
Fatlawi)) / Biography (Nieves Correa) / Accounted For (Sandra Johnston) / Cinematic space: Heart. Mouth. Deeds. Living (David Fernandez) / Controllo remoto (Orthographe) / Corps Noir (Stéphane Gladyszewski) / Stereoptik / Polish Roots: Silently and by 
rules of Thine Art I am trying to inhale a vowel of the pronunciation “j fi” (Zygmunt Piotrowski) / TIMEIT – Glasgow (Artur Tajber) / Be careful, glass (Janusz Baldyga) / Poemakti (Zbigniew Warpechowski) / Przemysław Kwiek / Trouble 2011: L’humide Jardin 
du doute (François Chaignaud & Donatien Veismann) / I-On (Ivo Dimchev) / Je ne remets pas ta tête (Gaetan Rusquet & Eglantine Chaumont) / Which way is left? (Katarina Mootich) / Still Life (2) (Vesna Milicevic) / Rising Swan (Doris Uhlich) / Dark Swan 
& Chimurenga (Nora Chipaumire) / Lily, Coq à Bôches (Gilles Pastor) / Oceans Apart (Mitch & Parry) / Femmeuses#24 (Cécile Proust) / Black Monodie (Philippe Ménard) / I host you (Mitch & Parry) / El Cielo (Los Torreznos) / Big Girls do Big Things (Eleanor 
Bauer) / The Cradle of Human Kind (Steven Cohen) / Hairoism / Semetic Score (Oreet Ashery) / Cuisine (Christophe Alix). Commissions or joint productions 47/216: ANTI 2010: Island Aspired (EK TAIDE/Eungyung Kim & Shoji Kato) / On Ice Anti 
(Maija Hirvanen) / Downtown (Rosie Dennis) / Flag Up (Caroline Bergvall) / ANTI 10K – Run Write Run! (Regin Igloria) / City Of Women 2010: Which way is left? (Katarina Mootich) / The Three Bridges (Oreet Ashery & Roberto Foddai) / One step forward, 
two steps back: Still Life (2) (Vesna Milicevic) / Les Subsistances 2010-2011: Deux Masques et la plume (cie Zerep) / Tales of the Bodiless (Eszter Salamon) / Les Subsistances / Anticodes 2011: Drama Per Musica (Alexandre Roccoli) / Fauves (Michel 
Schweizer) / Heaven on Earth (Dan Safer) / Points de vue, Nouvelles du monde: Faustin Linyekula / Motus / Joris Mathieu / Josh Neufeld / Kampnagel Live Art 2010: Girl Monster #11: Sexy or Sexist? (Melissa Logan) / Kampnagel Live Art 2011: Girl 
Monster #12: Redefining the now (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #13: Collapsing Card Castles (Melissa Logan) / Fauves (Michel Schweizer) / ich weiß gar nicht wie das gehen soll sich vereinigen (Henschel / von der Heijden) / Ödipus der Tyrann (Ligna) / Places 
and no places (Plan B & HCU Hamburg) / Girl Monster #14: Community Action Center (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2011: 10 hour BMI encounter (Black Market International) / Knights of the invisible (Iona Kewney) / Cabaret Futura: I’ve a Feeling 
we’re not in Kansa Anymore (Richard Strange) / Chap1: Via Nova Symposium: Interview with an Artist (Kristian Al Droubi) / What Joseph Beuys told me while I was lying dead in his lap (Boris Kadin) / No One Should Have Seen This (Bojana Kust and Katarina 
Stegnar) / Chap2: Naked Presence: Invalid (Primož Bezjak) / Pure Performance (Jaka Lah) / Viva Mandic´ (Marko Mandic) / Chap3: Money, Blood & Love: Game with Toothpicks (Boris Kadin and Kristian Al Droubi) / Buyer with an Eye (Katarina Stegnar) / 
Tonight I Celebrate (Uro˘s Kaurin) / Trouble 2011: Downtown (Rosie Dennis) / Mireilles (Nadia Schnock) / The Absolute (Branko Miliskovic) / Le panier de la sorcière (Esmeray) / L’Empreinte (Béatrice Josse & Aurélie Gandit) / Autoportrait éblouissant… 
(Emilio Lopez Menchero) / Je ne remets pas ta tête (partie II, à l’appartement) (Gaetan Rusquet & Eglantine Chaumont) / Des filles au Musée: Self-Portrait (Brittany Bailey) / Elana Katz / Art study 2011 (Snezana Golubovic). A Space for Theory 34/113: 
Acción!MAD 2010: Performance Art Jukebox (Christoher Hewitt) / ANTI presentation (Johanna Tuukkanen) / Presentation of Sierra Cultural Center/ Huelva (Ruben Barroso) / Presentation book “10x10 + 1 accion” / On the concept of Music (Llorenc Barber) / 
ANTI presentation (Johanna Tuukkanen) / ANTI 2010: Nordic Conference / Writing, Language and Site: panel #1 / Writing, Language and Site: panel #2 / Writing, Language and Site: panel #3 / City Of Women 2010: One step forward, two steps back / 
Presentation of FEM Festival (Denys Blacker) / Symposium: Panel 1: Performing gender / Panel 2. Transformation of the political / Panel 3. (de)colonising the East / Oreet Ashery, talk (Oreet Ashery) / Kira O’Reilly, talk (Kira O’Reilly) / Festival Live Art 2011: 
Anticodes: Influence de la culture américaine sur la performance / Interakcje 2011: Exhibition PK (Przemysław Kwiek) / From traditional art discipline to performance art (1) (Janusz Baldyga) / Presentation of performance art. Individual events or festival 
(Magdalena Kowalczyk) / Live Art Festival 2011: Young performing art lovers: On The Threshold Of Practice / New Territories 2011: Illustrated talk at the Apple Store (Richard Strange) / Polish Roots Roundtable (André Stitt) / Black Market International 
daily talks: Performance Art of Site and Situation (Roi Vaara) / Expanding Performance in installation and sound (Myriam Laplante) / Art is dead. Dead is art. (Lee Wen) / Tut, But (Alastair MacLennan) / Performance art teaching (Jürgen Fritz) / How 
performance entered my life (Boris Nielsony) / No solution, no problem! A dialogue (Elvira Santamaria) / Trouble 2011: Colloque Trouble des corps et mise en scène de soi / L’Empreinte (Béatrice Josse & Aurélie Gandit). A Space for Critics 18/61: 
Acción!MAD 2010: Specialized Press Roundtable / Presentation “Revista Efimera” / City Of Women 2010: CoWeb 2010 / Interakcje 2011: Małgorzata Kazmierczak / Contradiction and Emotion (Karolina Jabłonska) / Different Energies of performance art 
(Anka Leźniak) / The Open Archive in Lublin (Paulina Kempisty) / Kampnagel Live Art 2011: Young performing art lovers workshop / Girl Monster #14: Community Action Center (Melissa Logan) / New Territories 2011: Is This Performance Art? (Team 
network) / Trouble 2011: Workshop Esquisses Critiques… (Claire Diez) / Fragile!: Barbara Roland. A Space for Students and transmission 18/73: Acción!MAD 2010: Workshop Ornic’art (Ornic’art) / Bartolomé Ferrando workshop (Bartolomé 
Ferrando) / Laboratorio de Arte Joven, Murcia: Zhou Bin workshop (Zhou Bin) / ANTI 2010: Teaching Live Art (1) (Esther Pilkington) / Teaching Live Art (2) (Esther Pilkington) / City Of Women 2010: CoWeb 2010 / workhop Guerillas Girls on Tour / Les 
Subsistances 2011: Workshop Southern Methodist University (Gilles Pastor) / Interakcje 2011: PAS. the Performance Art Studies (BBB Johannes Deimling & Marcel Sparmann) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2011: If/Then Open Source (Richard Siegal) / 
Young performing art lovers: Workshop SA & AV (Sasa Asentic & Ana Vujanovic) / New Territories 2011: Light luggage Great locations (Richard Layzell) / Choreography as social & personal commentary (David Dorfman) / The element of chance. Exploring 
the possible. Trust your intelligence (Black Market International) / Review, Replace, Renew (Via Negativa) / BMI workshop (Black Market International) / Trouble 2011: Workshop Esquisses Critiques… (Claire Diez) / In the Mood for…? (Phia Ménard). Yep! 
(Young European Performers) 20/107: Acción!MAD 2010: Beatriz Hoyos / Se toca pero no se mira (Fiacha O’Donnell) / Dario Bunuel Fanconi / the artist is present (Federico Guardabrazo) / Peregrinacion M-40 (El Gato con Moscas) / Made in Galiza 
(Borja Gomez) / ANTI 2010: Student Platform / Public Address / City Of Women 2010: White Cube, Black Box (Leja Jurisic & Teja Raba) / Interakcje 2011: Fight Club (Monika Szydlowska) / OFF Interakcje: Małgorzata Michałowska (Małgorzata 
Michałowska) / Saint Sabastian – Krzystof Jung (Przemysław Branas) / Hubert Winczyk / Natalia Sekuła (Natalia Sekuła) / Agniezka Pisarek / Martyna Wolna (Martyna Wolna) / Trouble 2011: Empoilissement (Madely Schott) / Fragile!: Structure (Anaïs 
Héraud) / Master and Servant (Jean-Christophe Huc) / Peau Pierre (Adèle Dupret) / Gyro (autour de ma maison, un cercle) (Elisa Espen). Performers in residence (1) 1/35: Trouble 2011: Le panier de la sorcière (Esmeray). Performers in residence 
(2) 32/93: Acción!MAD 2010: 174cm Bloodstain (Zhou Bin) / Laboratorio de Arte Joven, Murcia: Zhou Bin 1 (Zhou Bin) / ANTI 2010: Island Aspired (EK TAIDE/Eungyung Kim & Shoji Kato) / Downtown (Rosie Dennis) / Les Subsistances 2010: Deux 
Masques et la plume (cie Zerep) / Tourcoing-Taipei-Tokyo (Christian Rizzo) / Les Subsistances, From Siberia with Love: From the Earth (Liquid Theater) / White Cabin (Theatre Akhe) / ReConstruction of the Future (Piotr Aidu & Noise Orchestra) / Snow 
maidens never die (Alexander Petlura) / Plug-n-play (Theatre Akhe) / Les Subsistances 2011: Unum (Thibaud Le Maguer) / L’art de la Fugue (Yoann Bourgeois) / Les Subsistances, Anticodes 2011: Heaven on Earth (Dan Safer) / Drama Per Musica (Alexandre 
Roccoli) / Les Subsistances, Points de vue, Nouvelles du monde: Faustin Linyekula / Josh Neufeld / Motus / Joris Mathieu / Kampnagel Live Art 2011: ich weiß gar nicht wie das gehen soll sich vereinigen (Henschel / von der Heijden) / New Territories 2011: 
10 hour BMI encounter (Black Market International) / Black Market International / Chap1: Via Nova Symposium: Interview with an Artist (Kristian Al Droubi) / What Joseph Beuys told me while I was lying dead in his lap (Boris Kadin) / No One Should Have 
Seen This (Bojana Kust and Katarina Stegnar) / Chap2: Naked Presence: Pure Performance (Jaka Lah) / Viva Mandic´ (Marko Mandic) / Invalid (Primož Bezjak) / Chap3: Money, Blood & Love: Tonight I Celebrate (Uro˘s Kaurin) / Game with Toothpicks (Boris 
Kadin and Kristian Al Droubi) / Buyer with an Eye (Katarina Stegnar) / Trouble 2011: Downtown (Rosie Dennis). Live art in the public space 45/181: Acción!MAD 2010: Voyage de robes, robes de voyage (Catie de Balmann) / Radar Dolls (Ornic’art) / 
Zhou Bin 2 (Zhou Bin) / ANTI 2010: Island Aspired (EK TAIDE/Eungyung Kim & Shoji Kato) / Murmur (Abinadi Meza) / I’m Sorry (Heather Kapplow) / On Ice Anti (Maija Hirvanen) / Public Space My Ass (Iva Supic Jankovic) / One Minute Bird Watching 
(Holly Rumble) / Downtown (Rosie Dennis) / Embroided Love songs (Toimintaryhma Olettamo) / Everyday Opera (Johanna Hallsten) / Love song karaoke (Toimintaryhma Olettamo) / Kansas (Georgie Meagher & Malcolm Whittaker) / Eight hours writing 
(John Court) / Flag Up (Caroline Bergvall) / Instant Fiction (Sarah van Lamsweerde) / Untitled Bomb Shelter (Kira O’Reilly) / Badly Translated Stand-up (Johanna MacDonald) / Scratch (Sonja Jokiniemi) / Weigh me Down (getinthebackofthevan) / 35 minutes 
(Los Torreznos) / ANTI 10K – Run Write Run! (Regin Igloria) / City Of Women 2010: The Three Bridges (Oreet Ashery & Roberto Foddai) / Interakcje 2011: Jadwiga Kiciak / Allison Fall / Beate Linne / The last one turns off the light (Ryszard Piegza) / Herma 
Auguste Wittstock / BBB Johannes Deimling (BBB Johannes Deimling) / Self-Burning (Ko Z Hkawng Gyung) / The Dough Warrior (Soren Dahlgaard) / Gim Gwang Cheol / Artur Piegza / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2011: Hamburg International (God’s 
Entertainment) / Places and no places (Plan B & HCU Hamburg) / The Last Hour (Plan B) / New Territories 2011: Illustrated talk at the Apple Store (Richard Strange) / Trouble 2011: Downtown (Rosie Dennis) / El Cielo (Los Torreznos) / Autoportrait 
éblouissant… (Emilio Lopez Menchero) / Je ne remets pas ta tête (partie II, à l’appartement) (Gaetan Rusquet & Eglantine Chaumont) / Des filles au Musée: Art study 2011 (Snezana Golubovic) / Elana Katz / Self-Portrait (Brittany Bailey). YEAR 4 / 
2011–2012 Presentations 120/717: Acción!MAD 2011: Destino: Berlin: Bartolomé Ferrando / Biografia de Junio (Nieves Correa) / Nyam, Nyam (Lucía Peiró Lloret) / Wie sie wollen XVIII ruidista (Joan Casellas) / S/T 2011 (Edu Hurtado) / PoesiAccion 
(Andrés Galeano) / J.M. Calleja / Esther Ferrer / Isabel León / Micro Accion Sin Titulo (2) (Michela Depetris) / Andrés Galeano / Ieke Trinks (Ieke Trinks) / Pan Pan (Mathieu Bohet) / Sometimes 1+1 is not 2 (Zona Zalata) / Varying intervals (Ana Gesto) / Concierto 
desflorado para piano de cola (Silvia Antolín) / Brian Patterson / Embracing a Spanish village (Muda Mathys/Sus Zwick) / Mé-Todo (Colectivo Federica) / You, me and the other -YOU (Agnes Nedregard) / alchab yourid ¡DEGAGE!… (Omar Saadoune) / Croyance 
(Karim Kharbaoui) / Poland – Stage – Community (Teatr Laznia Nowa) / Othman Fekraoui (Othman Fekraoui) / ANTI 2011: Back and Forth / Va-et-Vient (Gaetan Rusquet) / Photo exhibition (Pekka Mäkinen) / Purge (Brian Lobel) / Viewpoints (Svop/t, Trond 
Mikkelsen) / Beastie (Lone Twin) / Analogies can make one feel at home (Elaine Kordys) / Wall Drawings (Christopher Hewitt) / Rider Spoke (Blast Theory) / The Marooned Wildman (Aaron Williamson) / Assisted street Crossing in Kuopio (Clarinda MacLow/
TRYST) / Proclaimer (Kirsi Pitkänen) / Vocal Portraits (Juha Valkeapää) / 7 Day Drunk (Bryony Kimmings) / The Children Choice Awards (Mammalian Diving Reflex) / City Of Women 2011: Abscene: A Young Female Of The Tupinomos Tribe From “Water 
Which Hides Itself” Says “I DO” Today (Nathalia Mello) / Transmogrification (Hrafnhildur Benediktsdottir) / Apparition of Virgin Mary (Sandra Sterle) / Teresias (Heather Cassils) / MaV15’ (idiosyncrasy) / sin x=ly- fx² (Dasniya Sommer) / Requiem For A Lost 
Land (Violeta Luna) / Myth and Infrastructure (Miwa Matreyek) / La Pocha Remix: Psycho / Magic Actions For a World Gone Wrong (La Pocha Nostra) / The First Law of BK (Barbara Kukovec / Via Negativa) / Survival Tactics (Liz Aggiss) / Drop Dead (Katarina 
Stegnar) / Les Subsistances, Spider 2011: Big Girls do Big Things (Eleanor Bauer) / Between us (Leja Jurisic & Teja Reba) / Nastup (Matija Ferlin) / Senser 2010 (Matej Kejzar) / Sur faces (Loge 22) / Menteuses (Cécile Laloy) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tremble! 
2012: At once (Loge 22, De Facto, Pekinpah) / Interakcje 2012: Bartosz Lukasiewicz / Miss Universe (Deniz Benba) / Monika Szydłowska / Ana Matey / Justyna Scheuring / Variaciones hybridas (Ana Gesto) / Blind Dates with The History Of Mankind (Peter 
Baren) / Piotr Grzybowski / Zeitgeist and if we live… episode n. 13 (Roberto Rossini) / Vida Simone / Unexpected change (Andrzej Dudek-Durer) / Julia Kurek / Apparition of Virgin Mary (Sandra Sterle) / install’action (Akenaton) / Living sculpture of Ophelia 
(Julia Kurek) / Shannon Cochrane / Silence walk (Inari Virmakoski) / Tempos for Metronome, Ball and Participants (Branko Miliskovic) / Apperance 185. Perfidy of Perfearance III (Przemysław Kwiek) / I will always be by your side (Silvia Antolin) / Untitled 
(let’s remake) (Patricia et Marie-France Martin) / Andrés Galeano / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2012: Mimosa (François Chaignaud & Cécilia Bengolea) / Scripted Smalltalk (Krööt Jurak) / Tu Fawning / low pieces (Xavier le Roy) / Knistern der Zeit (Sybille 
Dahrendorf) / Neuer Wiener Bioaktionismus (Amanda Pina, Magdalena Chowaniec) / Tonight, lights out! (David Weber Krebs) / Empire Me (Paul Poet) / Meet the rich (Alexander Nikolic) / Class Wargames (Stefan Lutschinger) / No time for art (Laila 
Soliman) / Lange Nacht der Performance: Mindy (Jenny Beyer) / Jajajas Abduktion (Iris Minich Jajajas) / HgichT (Björn Schirmacher) / Solo (Regina Schwarz-Rossi) / Baumi- Tarism (Sylvia Berger) / Happy Grindcore Fröhlichkeit (Ralf Krüger) / Hallo Werner 
Clan (Benjamin Brandtel) / The Song of a Soldier on Watch (Branko Miliskovic) / Skills (Sylvie Kretzschmar) / Gods of Edil (Horst Petersen) / Axel & Axel (Yolanda Guiterrez) / Alter Ego Shooter (Corinna Korth) / BRD- Aus (Bernd Kroschewski) / Trouble 
2012: Prolog (Wojtek Ziemilski) / A Short Story Based on a Distant Memory… (Hassan Khan) / Chinese Lesson (Akademia Ruchu) / Karaoké Vidéo (Richard Dedomenici) / Boarder (Urnamo (Wathiq Al-Améri & Ali Al-Fatlawi)) / Frozen Images (Wanda & 
Nova DeViator) / Neverending Talks (in varietate concordia) (Grupa Restauracja Europa) / Laisse moi te venir (Dominique Thirion) / Trouble Party (DJ Magella) / Another Day in America (Laurie Anderson) / Odem (Anaïs Héraud) / Lady Zone: Performance 
astéroïde (Valérie Cordy) / Dark Matters (Outreciel) (Lucille Calmel) / TafelLaken (Annie Abrahams) / Transmittance #2.1 (Maja Delak & Luka Princic) / Wunderkammer Soap: #2: Faust (Ricci Forte) / #1: Didon (Ricci Forte) / #5: Héro/Léandre (Ricci Forte). 
Commissions or joint productions 56/216: Acción!MAD 2011: Centro Parraga (Murcia): Double Flag performance (Janusz Baldyga) / Destino: Berlin: Knowledge (Isabel León) / Micro Accion Sin Titulo (1) (Michela Depetris) / I shall endeavour to be 
a credit to my Country… (Monika Szydlowska) / Double Flag performance (Janusz Baldyga) / De Sol a Sol (Llorenç Barber/Montserrat Palacios) / Grupa Restauracja Europa / Essi Kausalainen / ANTI 2011: [Re]Attuning-Choir (Heidi Fast) / 10 years birthday 
party / The 100 year old rock ‘n’ roll band / City Of Women 2011: Explosion (1) (Barbara Kapelj Osredkar) / Building A Bright Future (Milijana Babic) / XXX Yu (Lana Zdravkovic) / I Put A Spell On You (Nina Thilas Mohs&Alicia Fantozzi) / Mermaids (Justyna 
Koeke) / In The City (Nathalia Mello) / Illusion Dresses (Aine Phillips) / Tree Dresses (Aine Phillips) / Abracadabra Fashion Show (Justyna Koeke) / Sodom and Gomorrah (Justyna Koeke) / Explosion (2) (Barbara Kapelj Osredkar) / Les Subsistances 2011: 
Wagons Libres (Sandra Iché) / Tales of the Bodiless (Eszter Salamon) / Miriam (Nora Chipaumire) / Les Subsistsances 2012: Biennale de la Danse: Germinal (Antoine Defoort & Halory Goerger) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tremble! 2012: Collectif Peur: When 
(Motus) / Defense Mechanism (Alison Kobayashi) / Fountain (Jeremy Wade) / Les Subsistances, Livraisons d’été 2012: XYZT (Adrien Mondot & Claire Bardainne) / Hakanaï (Adrien Mondot & Claire Bardainne) / Un Point c’est Tout (Adrien Mondot & Claire 
Bardainne) / Interakcje 2012: XXX Yu (Lana Zdravkovic) / Punishing (Sinisa Labrovic) / Santa (Milijana Babic) / Kampnagel Live Art 2012: Girl Monster #15: We found her on the lost highway (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #16: Ann Liv Young’s Mermaid 
Show (Melissa Logan) / Girl Monster #17: Ritual (Melissa Logan) / Open For Everything (Constanza Macras) / Pool installation (Djana Covic) / Girl Monster #18: Femen (Melissa Logan) / Trouble 2012: Work in Progress is a Piece of Shit (Dialogist Kantor) / 
I walk in this garden (Gilles Pastor) / Meta Family (Julia Bardsley) / P (Ivo Dimchev) / The great gallery of living sculpture: Ceci n’est pas un garçon à la pipe (Branko Miliskovic) / Stylos (la colonne) (Pierre Mégos) / Grand Grind (Alastair MacLennan) / Opening 
(Adva Zakaï) / Pastorale (Gaetan Rusquet) / Redress: Emotional Labour (Aine Phillips) / Smashing Hits (it’s better than sex) (Isabelle Bats) / The beginning of the end, The end of the beginning (Denys Blacker) / Les Subsistances, Ça tremble! 2012: Tourcoing-
Taipei-Tokyo (Christian Rizzo) / Unum (Thibaud Le Maguer). A Space for Theory 16/113: Acción!MAD 2011: Presentation of Las Ediciones de la Acción (Joan Casellas) / Presentation Interackje / Presentation of artist’s work (Janusz Baldyga) / La Batalla 
de Madrid (Fernando Baena/Marianela León) / Do it Yourself: vidéoperformance (Johanna Speidel) / ll Congreso REDACCION / Performance Saga – Encounters with Women Pioneers of Performance art (Katrin Grögel) / Interakcje 2012: From traditional 
art discipline to performance art (2) (Janusz Baldyga) / I am (performance) (Anne Seagrave) / meeting with youth and critics (Shannon Cochrane) / I am (Anne Seagrave) / Circle of Live and Death (Andrzej Dudek-Durer) / Presentation of ASFLA project 
(Antoine Pickels) / Trouble 2012: Pensée en Performance (David Zerbib) / Colloque Performance et Institution, un mariage impossible? / Presentation Interackje. A Space for Critics 7/61: Acción!MAD 2011: Magazine Efímera / Volume 1 – nº 2: “The 
Widows of Action” / El Carret de Sinberifora (Ana Oliva Higueras) / ANTI 2011: Invited critic (4) / Anti press meeting 11 / Interakcje 2012: Documentation and archivisation of performance art. (Małgorzata Kazmierczak) / critical space and text (Paulina 
Kempisty) / Trouble 2012: Writing shop & Writing shop delivery. A Space for Students and transmission 13/73: Acción!MAD 2011: Workshop for childrens (1) (Ruben Barroso) / workshop for childrens (2) (Ruben Barroso) / workshop Universidad 
Nebrija (Elvira Santamaria) / ANTI 2011: workshop LT (Lone Twin) / workshop HF (Heidi Fast) / Workshop BT (Blast Theory) / City Of Women 2011: Survival Tactics (Liz Aggiss) / Cabaret Performance Workshop (Marisa Carnesky & Rasp Thorne) / 
Workshop La Pocha Nostra (La Pocha Nostra) / Les Subsistances, Spider 2011: P Tallaron, Cr. Polymenakos, Andres Kopac / Matej Kejzar & collectif loge 22 / Festival Live Art 2012: Ateliers numériques (Alison Kobayashi) / Trouble 2012: Workshop Meta 
Family (Julia Bardsley). Yep! (Young European Performers) 21/107: Acción!MAD 2011: A comer! (Alejandro Alcázar de Velasco) / Yo soy Marta Peleteiro (Marta Peleteiro) / Dos (Anne-Françoise Raskin/Maya Watanabe) / AES (Anarquias Electronicas 
Sonoras) (Eduardo Fernandez Peral) / Les Subsistances, Ça tremble! 2012: Collectif Peur: Defense Mechanism (Alison Kobayashi) / Interakcje 2012: European Chamber Orchestra (Martyna Marusinska) / Al Dente (Boris Dambly (Re group)) / OFF 
Interakcje: Blue looks good on me (Izabela Chamczyk) / Wire-pulling (Karolina Kubik) / Self Message System’ (Natalia Wiźniewska) / Cleaning (Pavlo Kovatch) / Radioda Duo (Mikołaj Tkacz) / Kyncbrałt (Luis Dawid Probala) / Yuriy Biley / Lukas Trusewicz / 
Trouble 2012: Fragile!: Mise en Lumière (Mélanie Peduzzi) / My Ritual (Adèle Jacot) / Figure 4 (Chloé Démétriades) / Framing Art – Spacing Reality (David Zagari) / L’espace d’un instant (Clément Losson) / Lost and Found (Alice Neveu). Performers in 
residence (1) 6/35: City Of Women 2011: Mermaids (Justyna Koeke) / Illusion Dresses (Aine Phillips) / Sodom and Gomorrah (Justyna Koeke) / Abracadabra Fashion Show (Justyna Koeke) / Les Subsistances, Spider 2011: Between us (Leja Jurisic & 
Teja Reba) / Senser 2010 (Matej Kejzar). Performers in residence (2) 14/93: ANTI 2011: [Re]Attuning-Choir (Heidi Fast) / Les Subsistances 2011: Tales of the Bodiless (Eszter Salamon) / Contre (Thibaud Le Maguer) / Miriam (Nora Chipaumire) / 
Wagons Libres (Sandra Iché) / Les Subsistances, Biennale de la Danse 2012: Germinal (Antoine Defoort & Halory Goerger) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tremble! 2012: Collectif Peur: Defense Mechanism (Alison Kobayashi) / Fountain (Jeremy Wade) / When 
(Motus) / Les Subsistances, Livraisons d’été 2012: XYZT (Adrien Mondot & Claire Bardainne) / Un Point c’est Tout (Adrien Mondot & Claire Bardainne) / Hakanaï (Adrien Mondot & Claire Bardainne) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2012: Lange Nacht der 
Performance: Solo (Regina Schwarz-Rossi) / Trouble 2012: Meta Family (Julia Bardsley). Live art in the public space 26/181: Acción!MAD 2011: Parque Del Retiro: De Sol a Sol (Llorenç Barber/Montserrat Palacios) / ANTI 2011: Back and Forth/
Va-et-Vient (Gaetan Rusquet) / Purge (Brian Lobel) / Beastie (Lone Twin) / Photo exhibition (Pekka Mäkinen) / Analogies can make one feel at home (Elaine Kordys) / Viewpoints (Svop/t, Trond Mikkelsen) / Rider Spoke (Blast Theory) / Wall Drawings 
(Christopher Hewitt) / [Re]Attuning-Choir (Heidi Fast) / The Marooned Wildman (Aaron Williamson) / Assisted street Crossing in Kuopio (Clarinda MacLow/TRYST) / Vocal Portraits (Juha Valkeapää) / Proclaimer (Kirsi Pitkänen) / The 100 year old rock ‘n’ 
roll band/ 7 Day Drunk (Bryony Kimmings) / 10 years birthday party/ The Children Choice Awards (Mammalian Diving Reflex) / City Of Women 2011: Mermaids (Justyna Koeke) / Tree Dresses (Aine Phillips) / Les Subsistances, Spider 2011: Tous les christs 
papiers (JE Belot) / Les Subsistances, Ça Tremble! 2012: Tourcoing-Taipei-Tokyo (Christian Rizzo) / Interakcje 2012: Julia Kurek / Santa (Milijana Babic) / Silence walk (Inari Virmakoski) / OFF Interakcje: Yuriy Biley. YEAR 5 / 2012–2013 Presentations 
171/717: Acción!MAD 2012: Para el heroe: fluido sobre TV (Paula Carneiro Dias) / Inbox (Giltanei Amorim) / Para el heroe – Cuerpo sobre Papel (Paula Carneiro Dias) / Sirva-se (Olga Lamas) / No (Nudo) (Giltanei Amorim & Olga Lamas) / Maria Augusta 
Barbara (Mab Cardoso) / Pau Brasil (Aldren Lincoln) / Desplante (una vez mas) (Laura Pacheco) / Juego de los Siete errores (Carolina Falcâo) / Pulse (Abel Loureda y Nieves Correa) / Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Ana Isabel 
Garrido / Beatriu Codonyer / Beatriu Codonyer / Monica Ross / Anet van de Elzen / Irene Madrazo / Pere Sousa / Giovanni Fontana / Alberto Chinchon y Miguel Palancares / Nora Tinholt / Oscar Abril Acaso (Oscar Abril Ascaso) / Serge Pey y Chiara Mulas / 
Marcel Sparmann / Nuno Oliveira y Guida Chambel / Johannes Deimling / Emilio Lopez-Menchero (Emilio Lopez Menchero) / The Beginning of the End II – To Esther Ferrer (Fatima Miranda) / Björn Neukom / Ida Grimsgaard / Kirsten Heshusius / Robert 
Alda / Rita Marhaug / Crisis, What Crisis?: Bartolomé Ferrando y Avelino Saavedra (Bartolomé Ferrando & Avelino Saavedra) / ANTI 2012: Making Time (Makeshift/Tessa Zettel) / Kris Grey / Haloo!Glow workshop (Tarja Wallius) / Opening the nothing / 
Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Suspicious Packages (Kris Grey) / Exploring and Creating Ecosex Art and Life (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / Teresias (Heather Cassils) / Bachelorette party at ANTI club (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / 
Fragments of Light Tell Stories (Maaret Salminen) / Can Bears Fly? (Amos Latteier) / The Car (Dina Roncevic) / Take me into your arms (Maria Kärkkäinen) / Ecosensual walking tour (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / Blue Wedding to Lake Kallavesi (Annie 
Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / Crisis, What crisis?: Domestic Labour (Alejandra Herrera Silva) / City Of Women 2012: Blossoms in Autumn (Marija Mojca Pungercar) / Afghan Hound (Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen) / Bittersweet (Nicola Canavan) / Bastard Nights 
(Dionisi Theatre Company) / Between Menopause & Old Age (Rocio Boliver) / Her So-Called Life (Minja Bogavac) / The moment I saw you I knew I could love (Curious) / Soloshow (Maria Hassabi) / Meta Family (Julia Bardsley) / Performance Art: Theory 
and Practice (Esther Ferrer) / Les Subsistances 2012: Germinal (Antoine Defoort & Halory Goerger) / Les Subsistances Mode d’emploi 2012: Crisis, What Crisis?: Alice au pays des mer (d)veilles (Pascale Henry) / Qui dit je ?: Ben/O (Güldem Durmaz) / Le 
panier de la sorcière (Esmeray) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2013: Human Zoo (God’s Entertainment) / Zoological Institute for recently extinct species (Jozef Wouters) / Transspecies Saloon (Dolce after Ghana) / In Front of Papua (Jecko Siompo) / Balthazar 
(2. A Choreography) (David Weber-Krebs & Maximilian Haas) / Abecedarium Bestiarium, Portraits of Affinities in Animal Metaphors (Antonia Baerh) / Animal Dances (Martin Nachbar) / Interakcje 2013: Krzysztof Knittel / Max Horde / Jozsef R. Juhasz / 
Nicola Frangione / Balint Szombathy / Nenad Bogdanovic / Viktor Petrov / Tadeusz Sudnik / Jiri Suruvka / Tadeusz Sudnik / Valentine Verhaeghe / Michel Collet / Richard Dreyfuss / Dariusz Fodczuk / Fredo Ojda / Przemysław Kwiek / Alexander Del Re / 
Chumpon Apisuk / Janusz Baldyga / Malgorzata Butterwick / Richard Martel / Artur Grabowski / Alastair MacLennan / Stuart Brisley / Seiji Shimoda / Artur Tajber / Jaap Blonk / Roi Vaara / Nieves Correa / Jan Swidzinski / Les halles 2012: Hors Pistes: 
Cinématique (Adrien Mondot) / L’Autre (Claudio Stelatto) / Vortex (Phia Ménard) / L’Après-midi d’un Foehn (Phia Ménard) / L’art de la Fugue (Yoann Bourgeois) / Trouble 2013: Showroom Robin Pourbaix, Il est urgent de se faire plaisir (Robin Pourbaix) / 
Prises/Reprises (Denis Mariotte) / Punishing (Sinisa Labrovic) / Devout with the flesh (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / L’ermite ornemental, 60 minutes pour ne rien dire (Patrick Corillon) / In-be-tween (Elena Molinaro) / Stasis (Zero-Tau) / Couvre-Feu (Branko 
Miliskovic) / Ne cherchez plus mon cœur, les bêtes l’ont mangé (Re: c) / Stupidité contrôlée à la pastèque et autres instruments (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / On Landguard Point (Robert Pacitti) / Fistula (Miss Universe) / De terre et de feu (Gwendoline Robin) / 
Hardboiled? (Paul Easterbrook) / Girl Monster (Chicks on Speed) / Course en rond, en chaussures rouges à talons et sur sol de verres à thé (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / Crisis, What Crisis?: Alice au pays des mer (d)veilles (Pascale Henry) / Leisure (Sinisa 
Labrovic) / Based on an almost true story (Lucille Calmel & Gaëtan Rusquet) / 335 pinches with sound under the ‘I’S’ with grazes of ‘A (Bartolomé Ferrando & Avelino Saavedra) / Social Dress Service (Marija Mojca Pungercar). Commissions or joint 
productions 32/216: ANTI 2012: Father, dad, daddy, pa, pop, my ol’ man, son and the holy family (Jukka Huitila) / City Of Women 2012: Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / A Divine Trauma (Nicola Canavan) / Plea on a Sofa 
(Lela Jurisic & Teja Reba) / Dear Dusa (Barbara Kapelj Osredkar) / Crisis, What Crisis?: Social Dress Service (Marija Mojca Pungercar) / Les Subsistances, Mode d’Emploi 2012: Qui dit je?: Allio-Weber / Beginning with the Abecedarium Bestiarium (Antonia 
Baehr) / La poème (Jeanne Mordoj) / Les Subsistances, Ça cloche! 2013: Minute papillon (Denis Mariotte) / Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2013: Back To Bone (Institut für Hybridforschung, 
Corinna Korth) / Interakcje 2013: Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Exhibition 1933-2013 with Stuart Sisley, Alastair MacLennan, Jaap Blonk, Seji Shimoda, Artur Tajber & Roi Vaara / 15th anniversary festival Interakcje concert 
(K.Knittel, T. Sudnik, S.Krupowicz) / 15th anniversary festival Interakcje ceremony (Jan Swidzinski & Jean Dupuy) / Trouble 2013: Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Broke Briton (Richard Dedomenici) / Back-again, une œuvre 
pour les passants (Radical_Hope) / Galerie Royale Centrale, Rewriting History (Claudia Bosse) / La chambre des entames (Kom.post) / En attendant Preciado (Jean-Biche & Untitled Structure) / Interakcje 2013: Crisis, What Crisis?: Ryszard Piegza. A Space 
for Theory 24/113: Acción!MAD 2012: liveartworkeditions (Germany) DVD Poesía!Acción / Art as Political (Jussara Setenta, Leda Muhana y Nieves Correa) / Presentation of Acción!MAD Festival (Abel Loureda y Nieves Correa) / M (h)itos & Realidad (ideal)
es, traces of performances 2011/2012 (Yolanda Perez Herreras) / experimenta… Magazine, 2012 edition. “HOY” (Roxana Popelka, Belen Cueto y Pepe Murciego) / From Performance Art to others areas, Performance Art in Art-Therapy (Ana Rosa Sanchez y 
José Juan Bocanegra) / ANTI 2012: Talk with Jill Casid & Chele Isaacs (Jill Casid & Chele Isaacs) / Talk with Marija Mojca Pungercar (Marija Mojca Pungercar) / Nature Body Sex seminar: Artists’talks by Heather Cassils & Kris Grey (Heather Cassils & Kris 
Grey) / Nature reconfigured: bioart as a performance of life itself (Joanna Zylinska) / Sexscaping, Dreamscaping, Queer Worldscaping? (Jill Casid) / It’s the participation, stupid! How inclusive cultural and creative production is reshaping local communities 
(Pier Luigi Sacco) / City Of Women 2012: A breakfast with artist Nicola Canavan (Nicola Canavan) / A breakfast with artist Rocio Boliver (Rocio Boliver) / A breakfast with artist Esther Ferrer (Esther Ferrer) / Les Subsistances, Mode d’emploi 2012: La 
liberté sexuelle est-elle une cause politique? / Qui dit je? Masculin, féminin: faut-il se définir? / Kampnagel Live Art Festival 2013: Zoo 3000 / Interakcje 2013: Exhibition 1933-2013 with Stuart Sisley, Alastair MacLennan, Jaap Blonk, Seji Shimoda, Artur 
Tajber & Roi Vaara / Contextualism of Jan Swidzinski – a presentation of the Polish-Canadian project / A theoretical and historical program (Alastair MacLennan) / Trouble 2013: Contre-fictions – Contre-fictions féministes, Queer, trans et handi du corps 
contemporain (Beatriz Preciado) / Life is a performance, portrait de l’artiste en survivant de la crise / Presentation Kampnagel. A Space for Critics 5/61: Acción!MAD 2012: Revista Efimera n°3 – Image, camera… action! / Revista Efimera n°4 – Writing 
and acting / Trouble 2013: Espace Critique 2013. A Space for Students and transmission 15/73: Acción!MAD 2012: workshops Nieves Correa (Nieves Correa) / Performance Workshop for families (Ruben Barroso) / Joana Molla y Almudena Millan / 
ANTI 2012: Talk Johanna Tuukkanen & Gregg Whelan for students of Savonia University of Applied Science (Johanna Tuukkanen & Gregg Whelan) / Making Eco-Love into Art and Art into Eco-love (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / City Of Women 2012: 
By Way of Images (Maria Hassabi) / Workshop Meta Family (Julia Bardsley) / Teenage Lontano (Marina Rosenfeld) / Interakcje 2013: Children’s Interakcje (Andrzej Hofman) / workshop with a group of volunteers in public space (Alastair MacLennan) / 
Trouble 2013: Galerie Royale Centrale, Rewriting History (Claudia Bosse). Yep! (Young European Performers) 17/107: Acción!MAD 2012: Monica Aranegui, Chari Camara Bevia, Col. Hebra / Pierre Valls / A. R. Sanchez, C. Ortega, M. Porro, J. J. 
Bocanegra / Azahara Gagaliot / George Hutton y Alexander Rios / Durango, Domingo, Garcia, Vélez, Rios, Martin y Sanz (Durango, Domingo, Garcia, Vélez, Rios, Martin,Sanz) / Colectivo Gremio / City Of Women 2012: Bittersweet (Nicola Canavan) / Her 
So-Called Life (Minja Bogavac) / A breakfast with artist Nicola Canavan (Nicola Canavan) / A Divine Trauma (Nicola Canavan) / Les Subsistances, Mode d’Emploi/Qui dit-je? 2012: Récital (Olivier Normand) / Mon ami a vu une pièce de théâtre à la télé et il 
trouve ça plus vivant qu’un film (Mickaël Salvi) / Les Subsistances, Ça cloche! 2013: Récital (Olivier Normand) / Trouble 2013: Fragile!: Caroline Fainke / Ophélie Mac / Elsa Ledoux. Performers in residence 20/35: ANTI 2012: Kris Grey / City Of 
Women 2012: Bittersweet (Nicola Canavan) / Workshop Meta Family (Julia Bardsley) / A Divine Trauma (Nicola Canavan) / Les Subsistances, Mode d’emploi 2012: Crisis, What Crisis?: Alice au pays des mer (d)veilles (Pascale Henry) / Qui dit je?: Beginning 
with the Abecedarium Bestiarium (Antonia Baehr) / Allio-Weber / La poème (Jeanne Mordoj) / Le panier de la sorcière (Esmeray) / Les Subsistances, Ça cloche! 2013: Minute papillon (Denis Mariotte) / Trouble 2013: Back-again, une œuvre pour les passants 
(Radical_Hope) / Broke Briton (Richard Dedomenici) / La chambre des entames (Kom.post) / Galerie Royale Centrale, Rewriting History (Claudia Bosse) / Devout with the flesh (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / Stupidité contrôlée à la pastèque et autres instruments 
(Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / Course en rond, en chaussures rouges à talons et sur sol de verres à thé (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / En attendant Preciado (Jean-Biche & Untitled Structure). Live art in the public space 23/181: Acción!MAD 2012: Pedro Alba / 
ANTI 2012: Making Time (Makeshift/Tessa Zettel) / Kris Grey / Haloo!Glow workshop (Tarja Wallius) / Father, dad, daddy, pa, pop, my ol’ man, son and the holy family (Jukka Huitila) / Opening the nothing / Disappearing images (Béatrice Josse) / Suspicious 
Packages (Kris Grey) / Teresias (Heather Cassils) / Ecosensual walking tour (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / Take me into your arms (Maria Kärkkäinen) / The Car (Dina Roncevic) / Can Bears Fly? (Amos Latteier) / Fragments of Light Tell Stories (Maaret 
Salminen) / Blue Wedding to Lake Kallavesi (Annie Sprinkle & Beth Stephens) / Crisis, What crisis?: Domestic Labour (Alejandra Herrera Silva) / Interakcje 2013: workshop with a groupe of volunteers in public space (Alastair MacLennan) / Kampnagel Live 
Art Festival 2013: Zoological Institute for recently extinct species (Jozef Wouters) / Trouble 2013: Broke Briton (Richard Dedomenici) / Back-again, une œuvre pour les passants (Radical_Hope) / Galerie Royale Centrale, Rewriting History (Claudia Bosse) / 
Stupidité contrôlée à la pastèque et autres instruments (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou) / De terre et de feu (Gwendoline Robin) / Course en rond, en chaussures rouges à talons et sur sol de verres à thé (Mehdi-Georges Lahlou).

5 YEARS OF LIVE ART
Between September 2008 and August 2013, A Space for Live Art will 
have overseen the realisation of the following: 717 performances, 
films and exhibitions; 216 commissions or co-productions; 113 
events related to theory; 61 activities to develop critical analyses; 
73 actions related to transmission and education; 35 short-term 
and 93 longer-termed artist residences; and the realisation of 181 
site-specific or public space oriented works. We would like to thank 
everybody who contributed to making this project possible: the 
artists, the organisers, and the audiences along with both public 

and private sponsors. The list is as follows:
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CONTRIBUTORS
Christophe Alix is a performance artist and lecturer in Theatre and Performance Studies at the University of Hull (U.K.). He also 
teaches performance art on a regular basis in both Belgium and France. c.alix@hull.ac.uk — Sylvia Botella is the editor-in-chief of 
the Scènes magazine at La Bellone, Brussels. She also contributes to the French magazine Mouvement. s.botella@yahoo.fr — Mary 
Brennan is the dance/performance critic for The Herald, Scotland’s leading broadsheet. maybe1@me.com — Pascal Cebulski works both 
as co-ordinator for the cross border project Trottoirs between Le Vivat (Armentières, FR) and the Kunstencentrum Buda (Kortrijk, BE) 
and as public-relations chief at Le Vivat. pascal.cebulski@gmail.com — Diana Damian is a London-based performance critic and curator. She 
is currently conducting a PhD study, examining the politics of performance criticism. diana@dianadamian.com — Pauline de la Boulaye 
is a writer, historian and independent curator, fascinated with museums, the circus and public space. paulinedelaboulaye@gmail.com —  
Dobrila Denegri is an art historian and curator, living and working between Rome, Belgrade and Torun (Poland). She is artistic 
director of Torun’s Centre of Contemporary Art. dobrila.denegri@csw.torun.pl — Sari Hakala is a Finnish artist, art critic, writer and 
poet. sahakala@gmail.com — Nenad Jelesijevic is an art critic and member of the an-artistic duo KITCH. He has a PhD in Philosophy, 
focusing on critical artwork and the interrelation between art and activism. nenad@kitch.si — Helen Koriath is a German art historian, 
writer, curator and professor of Art History at the University of Osnabrück, Germany, specializing in contemporary and 20th-century 
art. hkoriath@uni-osnabrueck.de — Paulina Kempisty is an art historian and curator. She works for the Labyrinth Gallery in Lublin and 
is the president of the Performance Art Foundation. paulina.kempisty@wp.pl — Andreja Kopac is a publicist and dramaturge, focusing 
on contemporary dance and performance theory. andreja_80@yahoo.com — Chris Köver is editor-in-chief of Missy Magazine and a 
feminist activist. chris@missy-mag.de — Johannes Maile works as a director, producer, and is current artistic director of Vienna’s WUK 
Theatre/Dance. johannes.maile@wuk.at — Mira Todorova, PhD is a theatre and dance critic from Bulgaria, co-founder and editor of 
the website for theory and criticism www.dramaturgynew.net, and programmer for the Sofia Dance Week. miratodorowa@gmail.com —  
André von Ah is an art historian and co-director of the Queer New York International Arts Festival. hello@andrevonah.com.

After almost a decade A Space for Live Art’s (ASFLA) 
pioneering spirit has permanently positioned 
Live art, this singularly creative expression, in 
the European cultural landscape. Hundreds of 
erstwhile propositions have come to fruition, 
patently arousing public interest while inducing 
artistic emulation. This Pan-European project has 
been a powerful contributory factor behind the 
introduction of Live art into theatres that hitherto 
showed scant interest, while ensuring an even wider 
choice for those who had previously programmed 
it into their production schedules. The mounting 
rise in popularity of Live art over recent years 
can’t simply be reduced to mechanical factors 
due to competition between various actors in the 
cultural sector of a specialised market. It signifies 
a more ground-breaking movement. Live art shuns 
the traditional systems prevalent in the scenic 
arts. Interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, trans-
disciplinary are all appropriate descriptions. The 
term confers, moreover, an additional ideological 
value that the current trendier vocabulary doesn’t 
capture. Along with the circus world, theatre and 
dance circles increasingly rebuff administrative 
labels while progressively opening their studio doors 
to other artistic disciplines. This breach of traditional 
frameworks, as happened with the emergence of 
Live art, stems from a deeper evolution, which 
touches upon the relationship between the ‘creator’ 

and the ‘public’ in the artistic gest.

Inter/multi/trans-disciplinarity doesn’t funda-
mentally affect the divisions of the act itself 
at the site of performance: The spectator sits/
stands passively in the hall, while the artist 
onstage alone has the right to be active. And 
yet, we are living through an age that is witness 
to the disintegration of such deferential roles. 
The new media and the Internet are pushing us 
towards a more interactive dynamic—itself part 
and parcel of the nature and strategy of Live art. 
The performer’s act nowadays requires fewer 
spectators and more presence. It derives its very 
force from the encounter with those who assist 
in the act, rather than those who merely attend 
as passive witnesses. It is this very transformation 
of the spectator into an accomplice in the 
proceedings that has made Live art a determining 
element in the reinvention of the performing arts. 

What are the conditions necessary for this 
transformation? What will it entail? How is it 
possible? What horizons will it broaden? It is by 
intensifying these questions, from a practical 
as well as theoretical point of view, that the 
ASFLA experience will henceforth gain in 
scope and depth. Essentially, it will consist of 
working in such a way as to enable novel forms 
of relationships between artists and the public. 

How? By creating those very conditions for 
increased interactivity between the performers’ 
acts and their mysterious first matter, in the 
alchemistic sense of the term: Presence. Those 
present or in attendance represent a diverse and 
mixed bag. At times by sheer coincidence, even 
reluctantly on occasion, as in the case where 
the performance is directed at those happening 
to pass by, when the performer’s actions 
call out to, provoke, confuse our emotions, 
mental constructions and set of beliefs, rather 
than simply present them. The performer’s 
involvement with the audience is inseparable 
from the audience’s involvement with the 
performer. This polemical balance influences the 

development of the performance act. 

The performer is well used to challenging 
those present; let’s now help those present, 
that muddled heap of somewhat identical 
participants known as the audience, to challenge 
the performance and to challenge themselves 
by means of the performance. Let us ask of the 
artists to answer back, to respond to issues raised 
at preceding public debates, organised yearly 
around various themes. Let us organise think-
tank residencies away from the cultural haunts. 
Let us grapple with ourselves while confronting 
performers during their shared residencies, 
enabling them to meet each other periodically 
throughout Europe. Let us from the outset 
create a sound box, one they will come to bang 
upon over and again, one on which they leave 
their mark, attack and test. Let us make a note 
of these ordeals and tribulations. In sum, let’s 
make of the ‘performative’ instant a personal 
criterion for a vibrant know-how, for that which 
shapes our societies. Could there be any better 

challenge for the next round of the ASFLA?

A
CHALLENGE

FOR
THE

FUTURE
OF

LIVE
ART

— Christophe Galent is director of Les halles, Brussels —
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